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CHAPTER I 
RATIONALE 
Homemaking education is deiigned to help individuals of various 
ages discover and develop understandings, habits, attitudes, ideals, 
and values that will provide their lives and those of their families 
with a better home life. The writer believes that especially the youth 
of our country need to be guided carefully during their formative years 
of mental, physical, emotional, spiritual, and social development 
because the understandings , habits, attitudes, ideals, and values which 
are f~rmed during that period will be, to some degree, lasting and 
fundamental ,throughout their lifetimes. 
I As a teen-age girl starts to recognize how her home ts the major 
factor providing her security, satisfactions, and human interaction 
with both her family and her friends, she should be given opportunity 
to begin understanding some basic housing theories which will assist 
her in formulating some a ttitudes toward her housing. Some of this 
knowledge,' and her concepts , ideals, and attitudes will be acquired by 
the teen-ager from her family and home environment. Her understandings 
will not be complete, however, unless she is exposed also to a wide 
variety of ~ousing situations, a,ttitudes, opinions, and concepts. A 
homemaking program is one avenue through which she can become a~re of 
the feelings, attitudes, and values of others regarding housing cognizant 
of factors related to differences among people. A program designed to 
1 
2 
expose her to a variety of family situations and housing experiences, 
attitudes, values, and ideals should broaden her concepts of both 
people and housing. 
The seventh or eighth grade level is a good place to introduce 
housing and its relationship to the individual's attitudes, ideals, and 
values because the adoles·cent in these grades is a irelatively epen-
minded individual. A student at his age is also eager for knowledge 
and still young enough to confide without hesitation in her associates. 
Through stimulating .an interest in housing, a foundation may be provided 
which helps her obtain better housing facilities now and as a forthcoming 
, ..... 
homemaker. As Shultz states: 
A home. environment which contributes richly to safety, which 
provides healthful, comfortable, and congenial livi'ng and 
inspires every individual to use his best efforts in creating 
and maintaining such an environment' is a national asset worthy 
of. school support.l 
Stimulating students to have an interest in their homes is the challe~ie 
of homemaking teachers as they guide students in worthwhile learning 
experiences and in •developing a w~ll-rounded pregram. , 
The' teacher, if she is to understand teen-agers as individuals, 
must know the adolescent behavior wh.ich may be expected of her students. 
Moser gives these insights of an adolescent girl: 
The outstanding ch.mra.cterietics ef this period are her maturing 
body, her need for an intimate group of friends, her growing 
interest in boys, heir intense concern ovsr her personal appear-
ance, bar coming to terms2with her new pe~sonality, and her 
adjust•ent to her family. 
1Hazel Shultz, "Educational Possibilities: Housing, '0 Journal of 
~ Economics, XI.II (December, 1950), p. 797. 
2clarence G. Moser, Understanding Girls (New York, 1960), p. 139-140. 
She feels her desires intensely, and she wants body comfort, 
pleasure' plenty of food, little work, a pl~iee to "flop. It a 
convenient pillow, something active and doing. She is likely 
to oe sloppy and not too neat around home, yet appear like a 
debutante when she steps out for a dress=up affair.3 
Knowing and understanding the basic needs of adolescent girls, 
3 
however, is not always sufficient infonnation in itself. It is important 
also to know their personal needs, problems, and family ieircWlllstances, 
when planning for the educational growth of individuals. As Carey points 
out: 
The infQ>rmed teacher of today knows that boys and girls 
bring to school with them all of the problemJ, anxieties, 
prejudices, insecurities, conflicu·,' iand conicerns Gf the 
adult c::omnu'm;iity. To these must be added the special problems 
of young people who are trying to find their places as young 
adults in a comp1ex, rapidly changing culture. · 
They know, too, that learning goes forward most effectively 
when children 'are helped to study, that is, think about, their 
real problem$.4 
A teacher 0 s Jrole is to help her students identify their indivi~ual 
problems and to accept the limitation,s imposed by their particular 
,circumstances. A re~ognition of this role and of the diffsrent home 
environments, problems, attitudes, and family circumstances of her 
individual students and an interest in housing as an environment for 
family living bas lead the writer to t.his , reeearch study. 
The writer 0 s teaching experiences have made her aware that her 
students 0 existing housing conditions cause enough concern to teen-agers 
that they are willing to mention their problems to others cuts~de' the 
3 Ibid., p. 144. 
4Mtles E. Carey, 90Lo~king at Teen;"Age Problems, 19 Journal of ~ 
Economics, XL (December, 1948), pp. 575-576. 
4 
family. These concerns have been expressed in classroom. discussions 
covering various phases of the homemaking curriculum. For example, 
while discussing friends 0 visiting in the home, while studying health 
requirements of teen-agers , while t a lking about grooming, or while 
discussing problems twelve~ and thirteen-year-old girls have with other 
family members, the students often have made c«:mments and posed ques t ions 
which revea l dissatisfactions which may .stem friom their housing not 
meeting .their individual needs . Examples of these are: 
Where can my girl friends and I be a lone in my h~e? 
Where can I entertain my girl friends at home? · 
How do ye~ keep dres1er drawers neat? 
~y sister t akes up all the, closet with her things . 
I don't like to sleep a t Sue's because my head is always 
in a draft when she opens her window. 
Housing is probably not the only factor causing the problems reflected 
in the above questions and statements. It is in the picture, however, 
either as a cause of or as a means for resolving one or more of these 
problems. Becausie U: cannot be assumed that houeiing h a problem to 
all teen-agers or t ha t they perceive problems ass~cia ted with .housing, 
the writer should like to have more objective evidence regarding teen-
age girls and perceptions of housing problems and if the girls have 
similar attitudes rela ted to their housing. 
Statement ef the Problem 
The primary purpose of this research study is to identify problems 
eighth-grade girls perceive an~ attitudes they hold which are related 
to their houses , particularly those concerning the occupancy and use 
made of their bedrooms. Bedrooms were selected as a referrent point 
for the investiga tion of problems and attitudes because as Ball states: 
5 
n •• the bedroom is the most private of man 1 s castles."5 It is one 
of the major loca tions in the home where some degree of privacy may be 
obtained and where privacy should be provided for , especially if the 
bedroom is shared by two or more people. 
Problems perceived by teen-agers may be rela ted to how well the 
room provides for the activities which t hey want to do in their "private 
castle" or to how much the inadequacies of the tota l house force them 
to do things in t heir bedrooms which they would rather do in another 
••• 4 
part of the house. 
Problems with bedrooms which a .teen-ager might perceive are those 
related to bedroom occupancy, tha t is to s haring or not sharing a bed-
room. A child may have a bedroom of his or her own which is shared only 
with overnight guests. Others may share a bedroom with a brother or 
sister or with a parent or gr andparent. Some teen-agers may not have a 
bedroom for sleeping, dressing, study, play , and relaxa tion , but instead 
have to sleep on a porch or in the dining room and dress in still another 
area. Each of these occupancy situa tions genera tes certain needs for 
privacy which, if not met, may create s pecific problems for a teen-age 
girl. 
Other problems perceived and a ttitudes held by a young adolescent 
girl may be rela ted to the facilities necessary for these activities. 
Conveniences such as electrical cutlets for a~pliances used by the teen-
age girl herself or when entertaining friends may be limited so that 
the use of extension cords is not only unattractive but also may pe 
presenting hazards to safety. 
5victoria Kloss Ball, The~ of Interior Design (New York, 1960), 
p. 56. 
6 
I 
Problems perceived may be related to architectural features of .the 
girl's bedroom. Space within the room as well as location of doors and 
windows may hinder the girl in carrying on some of her routine activities 
and hence lead to d~ssatisfactions. If the closet is too small the 
adolescen~ may beco1'1e irritated a~ she attempts t;io st·ore in her already 
Problems perceived may also evolve from the care which is required 
of her to keep the room acceptable to herself or a teen-ager as well as 
to her parent. Aesthetic features; 'that is, color in the room, ornamen-
tation, or accessortes, may create problems in the teen-agervs mind if 
she feels her room is less .attractive than the rooms . of .her .peers. 
A second .purpose of this study is to discover if the problems eighth-
grade girls perceive and at titudes they hold concerning the bedroom area 
are related to the socioQecon~ic status of t he family, the size of the 
family group, and the shar,in.g of t he bedroom with other family members. 
In accordance with these purposes the following hypotheses have been 
formulated : 
(1) Eighth-grade girls in Midwest City , OklahO!llla, perceive problems 
and hold attitudes related to their bedrooms. 
(2) The problems perceived by and the attitudes held by these girls 
are r~lated to the socio-economic status of their families, the size of 
the f4mily, and the sharing of the bedroom with other family members. 
This study is based on the'assumption that these problems and 
attitudes may be revealed in the students 0 responses to a structured 
research instrument and that they can be identified through analyzing 
the responses given. 
7 
The independent variables used in this investigation are the socio-
economic status of the family, the size and membership of the family, 
the sharing or non-sharing of the bedroom with other family members. 
The dependent variables are the problems and attitudes expressed by the 
respondents. 
The in!es~igation is lim'ited to eighth=grade girl students enrolled 
at the two junior high schools of M-idwest City , Oklahoma, during the 
1961-62 school year. It also is limited to the re~ponses made by this 
group of girls a s they answer a questionnaire. In addition, the focus 
of this study is on those housing problems and attitudes which concern 
the bedroom area since it is this room with which the teen-ager identifies 
mos,t and for which she is ~generally responsible. 
Midwest . City, the locale for this study, is a community having an 
unusual heritage. With an estimated population of nearly 42,000, it is 
located in the center of the State and, as reported in the 1960 official 
census, is the sixth largest city in Oklahoma. The community was founded 
in May, 1942, within a few months after ground was broken ~or Tinker Air 
For9e Base. Tinker Air Force Base is headquarters of the .. Oklahoma City 
Air Materiel ·command and is the largest a ir depot in the world. 
A planned community which was created on ·the drawing board before 
its construction, Midwest City 9 s beginning was made possible through the 
efforts of Mr. W. P. nBill" Atkinson. As a builder and developer, Mr. 
Atki~son conceived and planned the community, which in 1951, the National 
Home Builders Association selected as 11America 9 s Model City." At the 
time of this research study , the community had the third largest school 
system in Oklahoma. It is known as Independent School District #52 and 
had a total of twenty school sites and o:ver 15,000 $Chool age boys and 
girls of which approximately 450 students were eighth-grade girls. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF .LITERATURE 
The reyiew of literature was limited to those published materials 
concerned with housing as it relates to families and individuals in fami-
lies. Studies conc~rned with other aspects of housing, such as financing, 
census ,count, and technological developments, are not included. 
This review .of lit~rature was . based upon a three-fold purpos~: 
(1) to learn in what areas previous housing investigations have 
been conducted, 
(2) to b~come aware of findings which have relevance fer the 
current study, and 
(3) to explore research methods and techniques used by the inves-
tigators of studies reviewed. 
Areas of Housing Research 
In the past, housing research related to family life has been 
centered on space and its use, especially storage and working spaces. 
After passage of the Research and Marketing Act in 1946, regional co-op-
erative studies of farm families were conducted through the combined 
efforts of the United States Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of 
Human Nutrition and Hoone Economics. These studies investigated the opi~·'." 
ions and attitudes of fal!:'111 families concerning housing and the activities 
conducted by family members which define needs and preferences for the 
8 
9 
family. The findings prGvided the bases for recommendations related to 
planning homes for rural families in four regions of the United States. 
These four regio~s included the Northeast, the South, the North Central, 
and the West.I 
Studies related to housing and concerned primarily with adolescents 
have been carried op in states other than Oklahoma. These studies iden-
tified the type of homes from which the teen-agers came, their activities, 
and the sterage needs .which were expressed by the adolescent respondents. 
Bunting's investigation .was concerned with the amount of storage 
space available and that which teen-age children considered necessary 
for more satisfactory housing. Activities engaged in by these young 
people were determined and the locality of performing these activities 
identified.2 
Molzen°s study also centered around the idea of storage needs. Her 
emphasis was on grooming storage and facilities and the investigation was 
~ based upon the availability of bathroom facilities within t~e hom.e. 3 
I 
1 lGlen~ H. Beyer, Farm Housi~ in~ Northeast. (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1949); Farm Housing in the South, Southern Cooperative 
Series, Bulletin 14, Agricultural Experiment Stations, Southern Regionp 
n.d.; Paul~na Nickell et al.,.!'.!!!! ·Family Housing Needs and Preferences 
!!!£.h! Nort·h Central Region» Research Bulletin 378, (Ames: Iowa State 
College Agricultural Experiment Station, 1951); and Avis Woolrich, 
Elizabeth Beveridge, and Maud Wihcnp Housing Needs ·of Western.!'.!!:!! 
Families, Western Cooperative Selt'ies, Research Report 1, (Agricultural 
~xperiment Stations, Western Region, 1952). ' 
2Pauline Buqting, "Storage Requirements for the Possessions of 
Children in Wyoming Rural Homes (?en to Fourteen Years of Age)," (un-
pub. Master 0 s thes~s, Oregon State College, June, 19_47). 
3Hazel Margaret Molzeri, 11Certain Storage Requirements for Grooming 
Activities of Teen-Age Rural Youth in Harvey County, Kansas, 11 (unpub. 
Master's thesis, Kansas State College, 1948). 
10 
R~search in Oklahoma has been centered basically along the subject 
f 
areas of housing values, attitudes, housing images, and space needs. A 
study conducted by Montgomery and some of his students identified the 
nature of the housing images held by college und~rgraduates. The study 
was also designed to determine if class standing, parents' socio-economic 
ata'tue, and the type of c~unity iim wl'mich the studente had been reared 
were associated with the respondents 0 housing images. 4 Montgomery et al. 
dealt with satisfactions of ru~al housing and with housing improvements 
which had been acclOlllaplished within a given one-year period and those 
I 
p~anned for the future. the respondents 0 images of homes ,that would be 
"just right for their fa~Uy' 0 also were identified. 5 Nygren used the 
housing. image co~cept in identifying future houses desired by students 
in selected high schools in Oklahoma. These images were further studied 
to determine if the respondent Os '0 image house" was associated with such 
factors as his sex, family socio-economic status, peer-group contacts, 
and his parental h0111e. 6 . Another investigati'cm of housing imagery was 
conducted by Montgomelt'y to detelt'mine if differences e%ist between the 
housing images of undergraduate college girle living in four widely 
separated regions of this country. 7 
4 James E. Montgomery, nHous ing Imagery and the Teaching of Rousing." 
Journal of Home Econ0111ics1, LI (June, 1959), pp. 465-468 • 
. 5James E. MoQtgom~ry~ Sara s. Sutker,, and Maie Nygren, Rural Rousing 
in Garfi.eld County~ Oklahoma: f:. Study E,! Processes, Images, ~ Values', 
Oklahoma Sta·te University Publication, Vol. 56, No. 2 (Stillwater, August, 
1959), pp. 1-47. 
6Kaie Anabel Nygren, nThe Housing Images of Selected Freshman and 
Senior Secondary School Students in Certain Communities in Oklahoma,". 
(unpub. Ed.D. disserta_~ion, Okl~homa St11te University, "196_1). 
7 James E. Montgomery, 
Des ires -and Expectations." 
pp. 483-491. 
'
0Place of Residence As a Factor in Housing 
Rural Sociology, XXVII, No. 4 (December, 1962), 
/ 
11 
In •a rural area of Pennsylvania, Cottam obtained from farm families 
certain of their a ttitudes toward their housing. Family size, socio-
economic status, and place cf residence were used as analytical variables 
in determining differences in at titudes toward housing.a 
Housing values was the area explored by Cutler. She devised an 
instrument to determine the dominant housing values held by a group of 
farm families. The ten housing values investigated in her study were 
beauty, comfort, convenience, location» health, personal interes~s, 
privacy, safety, friendship activities , and economy. To identify factors 
associated with these dominant housing values, the investigator analyzed 
the data according to social prestige class.9 
Findings of Research 
Findings from several of the research studies reviewed seem to have 
! 
special relevance for the current investigation. For example, Bunting 
found that: 
••• 80 per cent of the children had inadequate storage 
fac.iLities. Nearly 50 per cent of them were conscious of 
the need for additional storage space. Of the types of 
space desired, the largest .percentages wanted additional 
clo1et rod space and bedroom drawer space.10 
8Howard R. Cottam, Housing and Attitudes Toward Housing in Rural 
Pennsylvania, Pennsy lvania Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 436, 
(Pennsylvania State College, 1942) pp. 1-63. 
9virginia F. Cutler, Personal and Family ·values in the Choice of.!. 
Home, Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 840 
(Ithaca, 1947). 
lOBunting, p. 69. 
12 
Melz:enu,s study revealed that Cll1)nflicts arose between teen-agers and 
siblings over the use ef grooming equipment. She repe~ted that most of 
these conflicts occur with both younger and older sisters.ll 
Bedroom storage elicited the greatest amount cf dissatisfa.ctions 
from a group of rural wcmen interviewed by Montgomery et al. Nearly all 
of the dissatisfied respondents desired more cl~sets er l~rger storage 
areas. 12 
. S~veral intere~ting fin'4ings emerged frmn cne aspect of Nygren' s 
inv~stigatibn. In her study a ,uestion concerned wit~ the impe~tance 
teen-agers plaee upon having a bedrcom of their cwn discl~sed1 that: 
Seniers· feel more strcmgly about a teen..:ager having a 
bedroom ~f his or her own than do the freshmen. 
' ' 
•:·o., Ill~ 0. 0' ~ 0 0 'O•··,,o.,.-~· O. O O· 0 t,·,o 0•11!· 0 ,,O O O e •O O. 0 0 
. ,'' 
C:iy:L:;Girls fe.ebibi$r~1extJem.~lyl1ll .,er:;l0vel:',y~.·iap•rtoo'l!l!tt·fOI!;·teen-
age people t~ have their own bedrolOlllS; whereas boys consider 
it only as "fairly or ne>t very i$portant'. 111 
ill ..... o. 0 o GI O O. • 0 0 o O O O O O O ~ o O O O O O O O O 
Students c»f high s11>ieio~.ece>nemic status also atta@h 
greater importance to a. teen-ager 0 s having a private bed.roem 
than do'th.e'students «i»f lei»wer scii>cic:»-econeic st·atus. '· 
oo 00000.000000.ooooo••••••••••·• 
.. Urban. students give tll\illil'e iiupcrtance to a teenC:ageic: 0'.si ,, 
ha~ing his own bed.rC!llii>m than do \rural studeuts. - Students who~ 
because of membersb,ip in ic-erta in· clubs and Elll'g&!iiza ti\QIUS, have 
oppo'rtun~ties · to have tb.,dr friends in their hom.es; feel it. is 
ttextrem.dy" «ll!r vuveey" impertant · that peopl! in. the teen=age : 
years S1hl6ll~ld,'n1G1t have tCJ> share a bedroom.. 
I. 
12M~~tg~~ry et al. ;-Rural Jiie,using ,!!· Garfield C«i>unty,. Okla-homa: 
A Study-# :P~C1>C~HH, ~ge~, an;. Vah11es; po 23. 
l3Nygren, pp. 145=148. 
She concluded then that: 
•• · • ho,w i.mpc1>1:tant a teen-ager believes it is fll'>r a 
person in the ad~leicent.years to have a separate bedroom 
is related to his sch~ol class· standing, his sex, the 
soeie-ecoru;:a.ic status Ci>f. nb -family, tb.e rural C!>r urban 14 
locat.ion cf b.i,s parents 9 lume, and his peer0 ~roup c4l>ntacts. 
In h_~s early study .«,if housing images, Montgcnery repe:»rted the 
housing images held by college wmaen undergt+aduates as being highly 
' • . r . ~ ~ 
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standardizei and highly similar fCJir young adulu .15 This fincHng was' 
verifiec:Lby _ a _subsequent invHtigation conduicteci among more hetero0 
geneou~, .ir,esp~nden~s .} 6 , .. 
. TkriC!ugh que~tion.nairH ~-i~istelt'.ed ~o rural children in grades 
six t4ro~gh eight ~ottam discovered t~t: 
·,, 
Chlldren wh~ wer~ most dissatisfied with their h~uses 
were mc,st likely te want ·mo~e space, structural rep•irs, 
papering, or ele(Ctricity; tb.«11>se _who were bel!lt· Htisf.ied 
most frequently named as wants a telephone, yard improve-
ments, a refrigerator, or a bathrc:»l!l»m and/er fixtures. 
•••••••••0000000000000000•••0• 
Among a 11 fa~U ies, tb.e higher the family incme, the 
bett,r was .the b.e>using and the greater was the he>using 
satbfactiGn.17 
Cutler, by groupb.g children into three S1G1da,l prestige classes--
greater interes.t in frien~ship activitie~ and the location cf their 
homes than dicll the upp~r-1dau c:hildlren. 
14tbi~., p. 149. 
15Montgomery, HHousing Imagery and the 'teaching ef Beusing, 11 
pp. 465 .. 468. - ·· 
16t.i~ntgcmery, 11Place cf ResidenlCle As a Factor in Housing Desires 
and Expectat~on!~ 011 
17 C«:»ttem, pp:. 28 an.cl 37. 
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showed greater interest in privacy than did those.of the.middle and lower 
classes. The lower-c:lau children were less interested in personal 
interests and hobbies and more interested in econ~ than those of the 
upper class. Friendship activities and persc:mal interests were of more 
concern to the middle class than to tb.e lower class; however, the lower 
class b.ad greater interest in safety and ecollllf.DY than the middle-class 
eb.ildren. Although these differences appeared., Cutler stated that: 
The data on children's values. seem to indicate th.at, 
during the 881C'~y Hhill1H0l life Of chilc;lren, their values 81'8 
much. .alike regardless of social status' but as they become 
more mature, tfflY take on patterns similar to those of' 
their parents. 
'. ' : 
Because her findings show a large grcn1p. of pCl'lople to be either only 
"mCl)derately satisfied" or "dissatisfied" with ~heir homes, Cutler stated, 
tf ••• that a fruitful field exists £cir an education.al progr$m on heme 
improvement"l9. 
Methods of .Research 
The review of literature revealed th.at the ·questiG>anaire is an 
in.str~ent frequently used in h_ousing i:esearch. Questicmnaire.;.type 
instruments were either self-administered or were usei .'by the investi~ 
gators in interviews with their respondents. 
Bunting visited t~e hmes of ,164 rural families. and interviewed 
childJ;'en whese ages .were within the range of ten .to fcin~rteen -years. Her 
• ' :: ;,.L •.'' ' • 
questionnaire included twc types of questi~ns, those which required tb.e 
18o~~ler, p. 68. 
19 Ibid., p .. 75. 
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respondents to select from several choices and these which permitted the 
respondents to answer in their own words. 20 
A question~ire was also used by Molzen in· her sample of 58 teen-
age girls and boys. In structuring her instrument, Mclzen first identi-
fied the _greoming act~vities usually 11:arried en by teen-agers and then 
devi~ed qu~stions which, when answered, would describe the respondents' 
grooming patterns.21 
A,self-admin~stere.d qu~&1tionnaire wa_s used bY, Mont~omery and Nygren 
in their inv~stigaticns cf the housing ima$es of ~ollege and hi~h school 
~tudents, an~ by C<1.il!Uam in hbl study. 22 The qu,estions were primarily of 
I 
I 
the type which required the respondent to select the appropriate response 
from a n\Ullber of alternatives cited. 
Cutler devised an instrument based on the premise that the paired-
CODlJ>at'ison technique would reveal the dominant ''fun411tie>nal heusing values" 
of her respondents. In icrder to reveal the verbal housing values, the 
respondents were asked to r~nk the ten values being investigated. Ques= 
tions also were in.clutdled to 1Cbtain info:rr:mation about the respondents' 
socio-econ~ic status, sex, present ho~sing, amd family size.23 
20:sunting. 
I 
21-_ . 
-.t:olzen. · 
22-ontgemerY, i-0Eiousing 
Kygren; · and·. C@ttam. 
. . I 
23 Cutler. 
Imagery and the Teaching of Housing;" 
I 
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Summary 
The review of literature disclosed that past housing investigations 
have involved such areas as space, stGrage, values, attitudes~ and housing 
images. Research concerning .teen'1'agers and having special relevance for 
this study is related to space.needs and desires, conflicts with siblings 
. ·•'·' ' ' '' ' •· ,.I. - • 
over sp,~e and facilities, attitudEUJ, and)1ousin~ values ,and images • 
. Methods used in ,past investigations have included the use of self-
. .. . . . . - ~ '. 
administered or interviewer-administered questionnab.·e=type instruments. 
From the review of literature the writer con~luded that: 
(1) it would be feasible to use socio-economic status of the family, 
· size of the family group, .and. sharing of the bed.roma area as variables 
. / in studying problems perceived by eignth=grade girls, and 
. (2) that a questionnaire would be a suitable instrwment f~r 
obtaining ne~sssary data. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE 
To obtain the necessary information for this study, a questionnaire-
~yl)e i11~trU1!1!".nt "~,s deve!oped. Its,_ co11:struction was based upon. the abil-. 
ities,of :eigb.th-~,1d9: 1stude1:1ts tc,understand verbal instructions and 
questions; ?J>On the.,limitati~ns imp~sed by a one .... b.our class __ period which 
would- -be available: for administering the ins.trument; upon tlle type ~f 
information needed; and upon methods to be employed in tabulating the 
responses. ' 
The questions asked the respondents to impart kno~ledge concerning. 
certain aspe~ts of their families, their housing situations, and the use 
of their bedrooms as well as attitudes they hold toward the bedroom. 
The questions were designed to be read to the respondents who in turn 
recc,rded their responses on stan.dardbed answer sheets. Some of the 
questions required the respondents to select from a number of alterna-
tives, the response which most clearly described their situations or 
opinions. "Flip charts" were used to present the alternative responses 
to the students. The participants in the study we.re seated in such a 
way they could see this chart as e~ch question was asked. Other ques-
tions were open-ended, requiring the students to answer in their own 
words. 
17 
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Permission was obtained from Oklahoma Independent School District 
#52, which serves the Midwest City and Del City areas, to collect data 
from both the pre=te~t and the final sample groups. 
In admin.isteidng the insitrument the questions were ready by the 
investigator to group$ ~f students. The students recorded their replies 
on answer sheets developed t~ ~oineide with the questions. The answer 
number th.e alternative responses were represemted by a irow of letters. 
After selecting the appropriate answer fr001 the, flip chart, earg:h subject 
. " ' ., 
to the appropriate alternative. For example, en Question One there were 
placed an "X" l!iln the letter no'0 , saeh as: 
1., A B C ~ E F G. 
The pr~-tes~. waim a dminb tered to the eighth=grade gilt'h enrolled 
at Kerr Junior High S~howl (the third junior high s~hool of Oklahmna 
Independent Sch<0ol Dbtri©t :/J:52) which is l0>aatedl in Dd ICU:;'f, a 
neighboring suburban community. Del City is similar to Midwest City 
in several ways, namely its location,' growth, and its relaticnship to 
Tinker Air Force Base. 
The pre=test l!Ul>nsbted of fifty~ five quHtions a.nd was given to a 
total of 39 st1.nirllents in tw!O> Jm<Qlmemaldng ell.asses cf eighth-grads ,_s,irls. 
Two different instruments were used in the pre=test. They !!:Ontained. 
the same qaestions but the questions were arranged in another sequence 
to aHuic:e th.at bias W((j)tdd nlOlt be intrlOlduced by the ordering of the 
questions. ()ne questi®Jnnaire (Appendix A) and its answer sheet. (Appendix 
B) were given to ~ne group of twenty gilt'~s, while the @the~ que~tionnaire 
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(Appendix C) and its ~@rresponding answer sheet (Appendix~) were given 
to nineteen respondent$. N© differen@es whi~h ~~uld be attributed to 
responses. Following .the analyisb of the pre~test. data, the questionnaire 
and the answer sheet were revised and the final in8trl.llment and answer 
sheet were prepared (Appendix E and F). 
Three hundt'ed forty=four eighth=gr&de gi:rb .~iom~rbedl .the Hmple 
for the study. The questionnaire waffi\ read t@J them 'cdiuri]Ihg ©Jne oif their 
regular homemaking clsiB1aes. Gb:'lis n(Qlt enirolhd imi homemaking dasses 
' . -·'' l 
each of the independent and dependent variables. the dependent variables 
were then ana lyzedl a<etl!IC>ridling t(ll) the three ma j\Oll:' independent vairia bles. 
Those «>ceupati\OlnSl aHigned t©J the l@wer socci0Qe®10>n0Jmi® group in~luded 
clerical an~ salesi peie~@nnfl, lab~rers, :the unem.pllQ)yed., and.the retired. 
the B\ete\Ond independent variable which wai c©Jncerned with bedr!Olom 
occupancy was ah@ given tww ~lasisificati~ns ~ 19 tlme use IQJf a bedroom all 
20 
Thre.e classificatiiomei we:re Htablished for the thir<ti independent 
variable which is related tilli the she and c.i0mp0>sition l!l>f the family. 
They were: (1) if two (Q)r three pe@ple were in the family, (2) if the 
family size were ef f(Q)ur ~r five members, ancl (3) if there were six or 
more per sens in the family grwup. 
A number of depen~ent variables were investigated im the study. 
what she "wished her bedrl!l>wm bad,'' and what she would 1~dtQI first if she 
(1) ar~hite@tural aspe@ts, 
(3) use and care, and 
(4) aestheti@s. 
dent Os response. tG the <qtuesticn 11What bothers yoi1J\ mwst ab1ID>ut your bedlril:llm 
or the room where y(Q)u sleep?00 was, '0It 0 s toiOI small. I G(l))l!'A~t like the 
Followi'!lg the re@@mlmtn11~tfons miade by the ICIO>mp"!.!ltin~ Ceimtt:~r staff, 
the data were pr~pa.ired f@t' ~a:irdl=pun@hing. RHJ?(Q)DSles,were ire@<0rded on 
.... , ·., ·-' '· - .. . L _, '..: . . . ' . . - . 
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responses given in answer to certain open=ended questions. Contingency 
tables were constructed and the Chi=square test was used to determine 
association between the independent and dependent variables. When the 
observed or expected frequencies were less than ten, Yates' correction 
for continuity1 was employed in order to provide a more valid Chi~square 
value. 
+he re~pon~emu .were classified into two socfo=economic groups: 
upp~r and lower, . There ~7re 119 girls in. the \,1J::l!)elt' groul> and 225 girls 
in .the .lower-:ince>me group. Of the. gill;'ls from these two economic levels, 
one.hundred ande~ght)l'=nine had bedrooms of their own while 155 shared 
their bedrooms with at least one other person who maiy have been either 
a ·parent, an adull.t, a brother or sister, or a child. 
The composition of the family gr~ups from which the sample of 344 
eig~th-g1t;acle g;b:b came was very ai!:bmilar. Sixty-ei~~t @f the. total 
sam.J>le belonged .to. families <e<limllprbed of two ICllr three individuals. 
Over one=hal;f of the gb;h, 186, came ~rom a fami~y having. foui:e or five 
members .and familiesi having six or more pe,reJIQ)nS wet'e represented by. 
, ninety girb. 
One hundbred anrdl fi:fty=~ix ,of the total ~a~J.>le have em~loY:ed .mothers. 
I 
0Vef ;ninety= five pienr cent !C)f the re$1fHJnde~ts :n::eside in .a hcnJlSe and .over 
three-fourths of the parenU are home owner, \OJr Sll'@!. buying the house in 
· l:eenry ~. Gairirett 9 Sltatltstfos in Pfllly«!hofogy and Edu~ation (New York, 
1961), pp, 258-261. 
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which the family lives. Two-bedroom homes are equally common among both 
the upper and the lower=income families. More three=bedroom homes are 
occn,pied by. the lower th,an by the upper-income families and two-thirds 
) 
of all the homes had three bedr0om.s. 
O~the .344 respon~ents, 98 ~er ce11t have a bedroom whi~h they occupy 
alone or share with an'other member in the household. The remainder use 
a living rooni or SIC)me o;her room in the heme as a bedroom. Similar pro-
I 
~ort;ons. of the two, socio-:ec~>nomic groups tended.~o share bedrooms w~th .. 
~is,ters of all age~. Sixte·en of the 344 resp~ndents sih.are bedrQoms with 
brothers, whose ages xange ~rom one year or le:n to 12years. In six 
families a teen-age girl .shares a. room with a .brother who is over 12 
years of. 4ge.. Ten eighth-grade girls share the~r bedrooms with a~ults, 
usually with their parents. .Two respondents .~hare th~ .bedroom ar.ea with 
a child .who is you~ger than 12 years of age and who is not a brother or 
a sister. 
Over 50 per cent of the teen~agers have their own room. At least 
one-third of the.rewpondlents in the upper and in the lower socfo-economic 
levels sha~e a roem with one other person. Data in ?able I show the 
pe,rcen~ages of the re?Spondents sharing their room with one, two, !Olt' mo.re 
persons. 
( 
Most of the girh wh(Q) share their bedrooms share with onl,Y one other 
person, while alm«:l1s11: lt\lne=fifth share with two or mere persons. A much 
' . ' . . ., 
larger prpportion of the girls from families h~ving six or more members 
' ·, ·-·····--,, ,• ·····--··, •. ,., .. , ... ( .. ,, .. 
~ha:~ a .. room as ~om,~red to families numberin; le~s than six. Only 
slightly over one=tenth of the total sample room with three or more 
individuals. 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER OF PERSONS WITH WHOM THE TEEN-AGER SHARES A BEDROOM ACCORDING TO 
RESPONDENT'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, BEDROOM OCCUPANCY!, AND FAMILY SIZE 
t • t 
t 
Number Who Socio• :economic· Bedroom Occupancy 1,\'!,Ram:U:9 i Slize 
Share W!th Status 
Teen-Ager Upper Lower Have Own Share 2 Ol" 3 · ·or 5 6+ 
Per Cent Per Cent .. Frequ~ncy 
.. 
One 35.3 37. 3 i 1. 6 79.6 8.8 37 .1 56. 7 
Two 4.2 7.1 .5 12.9 o.o 2.7 17.8 
Three·· or 
more 1. 7 3.1 .o 5.8 2.9 o.o 7.8 
t 
No !nfor-
mat ion 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 
Not appli-
cable 58.8 52.5 97. 9 l.Z . 88.3 60.2 17.7 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Number of 
cases (119) (225) I (189) (155) (68) (186): (90) 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS 
The findings of this study show the uses made of the bedroom area 
by the ,teen-agers, problems which they perceive in relation to theix. . 
bedrooms, and attitudes they hold toward these bedrooms. 
Activities Conducted in the Bedr~oms of Teen-Agers 
ThiJ:'t,,::two varied acti~ities ... generally performed in a teen-ager ls 
I 
. * bedroom we~e included .in ~he q\lestionnai7:-a.' Tb.e respondents were.asked 
to identify how frequently they carried on in their bedrooms each of a 
' ' ' 1··' ' ' 
given ~e.7:ies .... of activit,ies. Three level~ of frequency were provided: 
· ''nearly always," ''sometimes,'' and "never." The data in Table II show 
' ., ••' ' • I'"' ,L • ,• , ., . , 
how frequently.the teen..;.a$E: girls carry on various activities in their 
bedroCi)Ills. The activities are ra.nked in descending order according to 
those that are ''nearly always'' done. 
The data reveal the activities which are ''nearly always'' or ''some.-
times" done in the bedroom area by teen-age girls. The writer believes 
these findings are of importance, especially to those persons concerned 
with providing living space for this age group, because it seems highly 
probable that·if .bedroom areas were planned to accommod,ate the types of 
*the·selection ·of activities was based on those activities investi-
gated in other studies and on the writer's knowledge of teen-agers' 
behaviors. 
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TABLE .II 
FREQUENCY WITH WRICH ACTIVITIIS ARE·PERFORMED IN THE BEDROOM 
. ,.. ,I ,: ' • ' 
Activity Nearly 
ii ways 
.~ 
Sometin,,es Never Sign;Lficant 
oiffeJ;"enee* 
Per Cent· 
Dress and undress 
Briisli 'arid c~b 'ha:l.f 
Llstei1·:t:o"die radio 
Apply· malte~up 
Pin UJ> hair Study· ....... " .... , ... . 
Reaa·tor pleasure 
L'{steri ·to r,ecords 
Manicure. 'U·u·~· 
to•t.·,·;·.···.·· •··· ,· . 
Ertt~r:t:, !ii' ,girls ·friends 
~it'e 'letters ,. " ' 
Talk.on die phone 
Eat ·sna'.clts , . . 
· aeacl aloucl" ···· ··· ·· 
waeeh ·1:e1evts1oa 
Make cci>1rections (stamps, 
', ·. ' ,, ~ rocks; 'etc.) 
Ptay· with pets··, .. 
work w;i.th hobbies 
Dra'w 
Po!ish:'sioes 
!!:n.~;i::::s .. . . .. .. . . . .. 
P~ay.·~usical 'instruments 
Practice . piane 
Write. stories .. · 
Make'things (crafts) 
Paint , 
~lay g•~es with paper 
,· ;aiia pencil 
sej:-J>r machbie · . 
Play t:a b le g.iiae·s · 
' ',.' ''(puzzies',···etc.)' 
Play wttli dolls or other 
.:' t~s. 
· 8L9 
65;4 
47;7 
4f;3 
36;o 
34;0 
32;6 
32:0 
31;; 1 
'291'6 · 
2s:8 
25;9 
22:1. 
19;3 
19:2 
16.9 
16~3 
15;4 
15~1 
13;3 
13:3 
13~1 
12~2 
1L3. 
10~8 
10:2· 
9~3 
8.7 
7.9 
7.6 
7.~ 
3.8 
15;7 
29~1 
42:1 
40;1 
42;7 
5$:4 
53;5 
37 ;5 
so:3 
57''5 1 :··; I 
65;1 j 
57;2 
22;9 
s1;s 
35;5 
17.7 
29:1 
38:7 
43~9 
6L9 
34:6 
30:a 
57~3 
15;4 
1L6 
36,.3 
54.9 
34·.9 
4~.o 
28.8 
44.2 
22.4 
2:9 
5;5 
9;6 
18~0 
2(); 9 
1;0 
13;3, 
29;6 
1,)0 
1a:;2 
,' 5: 2 
. 16:'9 
54;1 
22;1 
44;2 
6lf:.8 
54:6 
· 45;3 
39:8 
24.4 
5L7 
55;s 
30;2 
72. 7 
76~7 
52;3 
35.5 
55.8 
43.9 
63.3 
48.2 
72.4 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
. . . ('" 1: 
*Stgnilicant'dftt,reri.ces emer,ge in relation to one or more of 'the 
independent variatles ~ · 
··,11·· 
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activities most frequently performed in bedrooms by 50% of the teen ... 
agers, it should be pos'sibl.~ for the occupants to receive m.ore satis-
faction .from the use of their ·\>.edroom ar,as • 
.J "/ 
Two grooming activities--dre~s:ing ,and c,ombing hair-.-are '~'nearly 
• I • 1 • I , I I I 
, j 1 l 
always'~ performed in the bedroC:>ttJS of the 344 respondents. Other act iv-
ities •hich over Qne-third of these teen-agers "nearly always" carry on 
.. . ' .. , . . - .. I' . ' " ,, ... , : .. . . I .. '• IL . 
. , 
in ~heir be~roOltls are listening to· the radio, a'pplying make-up, pinning 
I I 
u.p ~~eir .hair, .and studying in_ their own rooms. Entertaining girl 
friends is an activity "sometimes11 done by nearly t;wo-thi,rds of the 
' '·• I 
students. .. T~r,~e-fifths of the sample "never" P~".1Y with do,lls, watch 
t.f:!Ely~sion, ·sew. by machine, or .Play musical instruments in their bed-
rooms. Frequent liste~ing to records in their rooms is a ~ractic~ of 
almC)>St one-third of the teen-agers. One-third do' this only "sometimes~'- . 
and the 7:emain~e:r ."n~ver"·p~rt~cipate in thi~ .ac~~vity in their bedrooms • 
. A large majority of the respondents listen to the radio "nearly 
always" or u~ometim6l~n in their bedrooms. NH'2'.1Y one-half o~ the teen-
aiers use a telephone in their rooms. Slightly over one-fifth of the 
.... ···: ... , =~ ........ , • . •, • " ,.. ., ' " ' ... , 
students have a piano in their rooms and facilities for machine. sewing 
are possib'le in more than one-third of the girls' bedrooms. 
Data in· Table III shows t,he activities which are freque~tly or 
sometimes,, carried on __ ,!n their be~room.~ b;r a.~ .. least one-half (i)f the t.een ... 
age.girls. Since these'activities are common to the majority of the 
... ~-- - ,, .. ,. .... •' 
·girls, they could be used as a basis for planning rooms to be used by 
• - J -··' 
adolescent,: girls'. These activities are ranke'1 in des'cendi)f1g· ,crder 
" ' . :,, ...... , ..... ,....... . .. , 
~cc~td:l~g}·~() th~' combined, ~eque'nci~s ,_o_f the nnearly ,alwaysn and "some-
time,". res,onse. 
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TABLE III 
ACTIVITIES ''SOMETIMES'' OR "NEARLY ALWAYS'' PERFORMED IN BEDROOMS 
Activity 
. .' 
Dress and undress 
Brush and comb hair 
Ente~tain girl friends 
Study 
Listen to the radio 
Loaf 
Read ~or pleasure 
Write letters 
Manicure nails 
Apply make-up 
Pin up hair 
Eat snacks 
Draw 
Listen to records 
Sew by hand 
Make things (crafts) 
Work with hobbies 
Play games with paper and pencil 
Read aloud 
Play with pets 
Per Cent Significant 
Difference* 
97. 6 
94.5 
93.9 
92.4 
* 
90.4 
87 .1 
* 
86.1 
83.1 
81.5 
81.4 
78.7 
77 .6 
* 
75.2 
69.5 
69.5 
64.2 
59.0 
* 
55.9 
54.7 
* 
54.1 
*Significant diff~rences emerge in :relation to one or more independent 
variables. 
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Problems Reflected in,Activities Which Teen-Agers 11Dislike Doing in 
Bedroom'' or Which Teen~Agers "Cannot Do But Would Like To Dou 
The respondents were asked to list three activities they dislike 
doing in their bedrooms and three activities they .cannot do in their 
bedroom but would like to do there. Their answers were classified· into 
the following four areas: (1) entertaining self.and others, (2) stud-
ying, (3) caring for the bed;i;-oom, .and. (4) caring for personal needs. 
A weighted scor~ was.determined for the responses mentioned first, second, 
or third. Responses mentioned first received a weighted score of three; 
.. .!.. . .. •.. ' .. ' ' .. , 
those mentioned sec;ond.received a weighted score of two; and those men-
i 
tioned ,ihird .received a weighted score of one. A~tivities receiving the 
high~st scores were considered to be the activities teen-agers either 
1'mostt1 or ''least'1 desire to do in their bedrooms. 
If it can be .. assumed that a teen-ager' s dislike for having to do 
something in her bedroom reflects a problem, then the data in Table IV 
I 
reveal that fo~ some girls studying in the bedroom is a problem. Of the 
activities named by the girls as those they dislike having to do in' their 
bedrooms, nstudying'' was mentioned first more often than was any other 
. I 
activity. The activity mentioned next mos~ often as one which the girls 
dislike doing in their bedrooms .was ••caring for it.'' ''Entertainiing self 
and others'' and 11 taking ca!!:'e of their personal needs" (that is, manicuring 
nails, pinningul' hair, putting on make-up, etc.) were other activities 
most frequently mentioned. 
A. comparison of the average weighted ~cores from the question con-
cerrdng .~he three activities which the student disliked doing in her bed-
J;'Q~ area reveals that socio-economic level, sharing or not sharing a 
TABLE IV 
AVERAGE WEIGHTED SCORES FOR ACTIVITIES TEEN~AGERS DISLIKE DOING IN 
THEIR BEDROOMS ACCORD!~ TO RESPONDENT'S SOCIO-ECONpMIC STATUS, 
, BEDROOM OCCUPANCY ,1 AND FAMILY SIZE . 
' , 
Activities Socio:-ecoriomic Bedroom 
,, 
Occupancy Family Size 
Status . ' 
Upper I Lower Have Own' I Share 2 or 314 or 5 I 6+ 
. 
+ 
' ' ' Entertain ' 
sel~1 a!ld '. 
. . 
others 2.2 2.1 2.3 2.1 2.3 2.2 2.3 
Study 2.7 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.6 2 .. 6 2.4 
. ' '. 
Room.care 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.1 
- ''·•C··,• 
Personal .. . , .. 
need$ 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2. () 2.1 2.1 
' 
I 
bedroom. and family size are not related to the activities students dis~ike 
doing in their bedrooms. In all cases the girls 9 responses are similar. 
The desire tQ de an activity in the bedroom, ,which for some reasen 
cannot be done there; migh~ also be considered a reflection of a problem 
teen-agers have with their bedrooms. The data in Table V show that not 
being able to study in their bedrooms is a problem some teen-agers expe-
rienc•· Of the activities listed by the girls as things they cannot do 
in their bedr,ooois but ~hich they would like to ,do there, studying was 
named first'mcst often. ,uEntertaining self and cthers, 0 19caring for the 
room," and 11caring.for personal needs" :were named next mos~ frequently. 
A comparison df the average weighted scores given in 'Table Valso 
reveals that socio~economic status, sharing or not sharing a bedroom, 
' . 
and family size are net related to the activities which teen=age girls 
would like to do but cannot do in their rooms. 
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TABLE V 
AVERAGE WEIGHTED SCORES FOR ACTIVITIES RESPONDENTS CANNOT DO BUT DESIRE 
TO DO IN THEIR BEDROOMS ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, 
BEDROOM OCCUPANCY, AND FAMILY S!ZE 
Socio-economic 
Activities Status Bedroom Occupancy FalJlilY Size 
Upper I Lower Have OWn I Share 2 or 314 or 5 I 6+ 
Entertain 
sel£ and 
others 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3 1.9 1.4 1.9 
Study 2.7 2.0 2.5 2.0 1.9 1.3 2.0 
-
Room care 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.0 1.5 1. 7 2.0 
. - . -
Persona 1 
needs 2.3 2.2 1.6 2.2 1. 7 1. 7 1.8 
Variables Related to Bedroom Activities 
As a whole bedrooms are used similarly by the gir~s rega~dless of 
their socio-economic status, family size, or bedroom occupancy patterns. 
Different frequency of use· occurred in relation to the activities : study-
ing, loafing, reading aloud, painting, working with hobbies, and eating 
snacks. The Chi-square test shows that frequency of use in regard to 
these activities differs significantly at the .05 level according to 
one or more of the three independent variables. The frequency with which 
the teen-age respondents used the bedroom for study , reading aloud, and 
eating snacks differed significantly according to the socio-economic 
status of the respondent. These differences are disclosed by the data 
in Table VI. 
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TABLE VI 
PERFORMANCE OF THREE ACTIVITms (STUDY, READING ALOUD, AND ~TING SNACKS) 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 
I .. 
'Per fornia nee Study* , Reading Aloud** Eating Snacks*** 
'Ut>oer I ·tower . Uooer , I Lower Uooer I Lower 
Per Cent .. Per Cent Per Cent 
, 
Nearly alwaY:S 44.9 28.6_ 25.4 16.2 12.6 · 23.7 
Sometimes 50.8 62.9 28.0 40.1 63.9 54.9 
.. ... 
Never 4,,3 8.5 47.6 43,7 23,5 21,4 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ' '100.0 
~ .. . • .. · 
Numbei··-,f 
Cases (118) (224) (118) (222) (119) (224) 
'· 
.. '. (•·'·"'1"" .............. ... ,, ,, .. -~ .... . . 
'' 
•' •' .. .... 
' 
~X2 = 9~~~5, Yat~s .. Correction,,applie~~ _ Tab. x2 .Ol (9.210) d.f. • 2 
I 
**X:2 • 6 •. 638 Tab_. ~2 0_05 (5.~!l) d.f: • 2 
***X2 • 6.0334 Tab. x2 .05 (5.991) d.f. = 2 
Study 
In .. ~oth _9.~ci'_?~~c~!'omic grou~~, .,m~s~ girls use the bedroom area for 
~t:~dr P~J:'.~O~e9._,: . ~owevtlr,. _a s_ign~~icant~)" _grea tar propor_t, ~on of . girls tn., 
'I ', ', I , 
the upper income, than in the lner-income.".' grou-p; "nea'rly a~ways" study 
,a,, '" '"' 1\•• "''"' ,,,,,••,••• 0 ' '"••I ,,,,,,>' ' ,, '"' .,, ,, '•••,I•'", '''"I"' ,,, • • • ''" •"' •"•• ,"• 
' in their bedroom. In· the lower socio-econ•ic greup,· the girls,are more 
.. ' '• ,' I .:,. ••' "•e • .a •. ,,,, ~•· ,. , • • • "' " 't , , . ,. , •.,. .. , ... ' ,. • , .. ' , ' .,., • , , • • , • ,. , • , ,, , • ,.. . ' 
I ·· I 
inc;lined to use their bedrei»om Ju.st . ''sc;,metimes"· ~or study acti:viti~s. 
Reading Aloud 
I 
The data_ .. ~11~ic::a~9,s .that '8 large number of teen-~ge gi:~~ ,"_aever", 
~·~ .~aeir, b~dJ.".OOlll ~r~a for reading al~t.1d. --~ir~s .. :from the u~~er-:!n.ceme 
areas are more likely tCill ttnearly always" read aloud th•n are those from 
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the lower socio-economic group. Significantly more girls from, the lower, 
than .the upper, inceme level will "sometimes" reacf aloud in their roGD1s. 
Eating Snacks 
Contrary to adolescent behaviors depicted in cartoons, ~ating in 
the bedroom is not a regular pattern ef behavior for these teen .. age girls, 
although.,,thE:Y d(! ~sometimes" eat snacks in the bedroom. More girls from 
the low!!r-economic .levels, than the upper:levels, wUl "nearly always" 
eat, snacks in their roQllls. Girls in the upper-inc~e level are least 
likely to eat snacks in their bedroom or only do it occasionally. 
Other Activities 
The frequency with which a .girl uses her bedroom for loafing, her 
hobbies, or for painting does not vary according to her socio-economic 
status; however, when\ bedroom eccupancy is .used as an intervening variable, 
a difference emerges among the girls in the upper socio-economic group. 
A,n e:umination of the data in, Table VII will show t,hat in t~• upper-
in,eome level, sig;nificaliltly m:ore gi,,rl,s who room, ~lone "nearly 'alway.,n or 
' . ' . : I . I ' . • • I ,· . 
ttsometime.stt werk with hCllbbies in their room, while those who share a 
bedroom are more incline,d to "never" work.with hobbies ia their rCl)om. 
Of tbpse fr• u.pper-income families, a'1 significantly larger number 
of those whe> share a bedrC1>om than those having a room alone use it "nearly 
alwaysff for their spare-time loafing activities",: ~kite more of the girls 
who do net share th~ir bedroom. "sometimes" loa~ in their r~oms. 
I 
Althou,h.painting is not a~ activity usually done in the be~oom by. 
t,nes.e gi,rls, a difference tloes eccur among, the lower soci0•ec~n~i~ group 
according to bedroom occupancy. The data in Table VIII show t~t in the 
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TABLE VII 
PERFORMANCE OF BltDROOM ACTIVITIES (WORKING WITH HOBBIES AND LOAFING) 
ACCORDING TO THE BEDROOM OGClJPANCY OF THE UPPER SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
STATUS 1RESPONDENTS 
Werking wit.h H0bbies* Loafing** 
Performance Bedroam :ccupancy 
Have OWn Share Have:0wn Share 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Nearly always 
Sometimes 
l'lev.Ei:r 
Number.of Cases 
17.9 
58.2 
23.9 
100.0 
(67) 
a.o 20.3 
40.0 71.9· 
52.0 8.}; 
100.0 100.0 
(50) (6~). 
, 2' · 2 ' 
*X i• 8.503, Yates Clorrection ap~~i!d· Tab 1• X •025 (7\38) 
2 2 **X = 6.757, Yates C@rre(ttion,applied. Tab. X .OS (5.991) 
40.8 
44.9 
14.3 
100.0 
(49) 
d. f. = 2 
d. f. = 2 
lower.:. :i.ncom.e gro'llp '~ larger pr;ipcrtion -of the girls 'liflrc:» do not share a 
room wli,.11 frequently or sometimes paint in their bedro!)ms. 
TABLE VIII 
PERF~RM4:NCE OF PAINTING ACCORDING TO BEDROOM OCatJPA~qt or RESPONDENTS 
' IN THE LOWER S0CI0=ECON0M1C STATUS 
Painting 
Nearly'always 
SCi>inetimes 
Never 
Number of Cases 
Have CWn . 
10.8 
35.0 
54.2 
100.0 
(120) 
Per Cent 
Share 
1.9 
31.1 
67 .o 
100.0 
(103) 
d~ f. :;i 2 
Variables Related to Attitudes 
,. 
Significant differences at the .05 level of confidence between the 
variables emerged through using the Chi-.square te®t in analyzing the 
questions concerning how the respondent likes her bedr~om» her comparison 
of the bedr.oom with her friend 0 s bedroom, and changes she de.1ired for her 
·' 
bedroom. Analysis of the rHponsies. to the questi.en ,vDo y10Ju ·ake the bed-
' 
room or room in which you slee~ at home?", revealed that although a large 
per cent of the girls '°liked'0 their bedroom, a significantly greater number 
room area than did the girls in the u~per=i~come level. Data in Table IX 
show the girls' ''like'u or ndblike" for their, bedrooms. A larger proportion 
TABLE IX 
' --t I 
'FREQUENCY OF ATTITUDE TOWARD THE BEDROOM ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT 0 S 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC S;I'ATUS 9 BEDROOM OCCUPANCY» AND FAMILY SIZE · 
. ,, 
····-
I I 
' 
' ~ ·~ -· Soci(l!.:.econiomic Bedroom_ O~cupani1:y** Family Size*** 
Attitude - Status* 
Upper I Lewe:r Have Own I Sb.are 2 11:))Jt' 314 (Q)I' s1 6J,o. 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Like 89.5 78. 7 87 .8 75.9 7p. l 88.5 75.0 
Dislike 10.5 21'.3 12.2 24.1 23.9 11.5 25.0 
- . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Number of 
Cases (114) (207) (180) (141) (67) (174) (9(\)) 
I 
*X2 = 5.892 Tab • .x:2 002 (5.412) d.f. :a 1 
2 . . 2 
**X = 7 .758 Tab. X .Ol (6.635) d.f. :: 1 
2 2 #*X = 9.345 Tab. X .Ol (9.210) d.f. 11i 2 
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of the girls in the upper-income group nuke'' their bedrooms as compared 
to the girls in the lower- income group. Bedroom occupancy, this is', 
sharing or non-sharing and family size are also related to the respondent 0 s 
attitude toward her room. More of the girls having their own room like 
their rooms than do those sharing a bedroom. More of the girls from 
families having four or five members ''like" their roOOl\s than do the girls 
from the smaller families. 
The respondents were asked to select either their own bedroom or 
their best friend Os bedroom in answer ti/ill the questi@n ''In 4.lOmparing your 
bedroom or the ro<OO!. in whi~h you sleep with that of your best friend 0s, 
which do you like best?''' One-half of all the respondents liked their 
room better than their best friend Os room regardless lt))f whether the bed-
room they used was shared or used alene •. A signifi~antly greater number 
of girls having their own bedrooms than those sharing responded that they 
would choose their own bedroom over a frien.d 0 s. Two*fifths of those who 
share liked their best friend 6 s room better than their own. The data in 
Table X show the respondents O preferences fer their "ewn bedrooms'' er 
for their ''best friend Os bedroili)llls. u 
Preference 
TABLE X 
FREQUENCY OF PREFERENCE FOR BEDROOM ACCOR.DING TO 
'RESPONDENT'S BEDROO!,l OCCUPANCY 
Bedroom O~cupancy I · Share Have Own 
My.bedroom 
Best friend 0 s bedroom 
Numl>er of Cases 
73.1 
26.9 
100.0 
(145) 
x2 = 5. 7 22 Tab. x2 • 02 (5. 412) d. f. : 1 
Pe.r Cent.·· 
59.4 
40.6 
100.0 
(128) 
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The res9onses to the question "If you were allowed to do· anytb.ing 
you wanted with your bedroom, what would be the first thing you would 
do?", were assigned to four categoriesx architectural aspects, furnish-
ings and accessories, use and care, and aesthetics. Tabulations indicated 
whether tile respendent "mentioned"' or did Hnot mentiontt some feature 
related to these aspects of a room. Although a majerity of girls are not 
v~~r concerned with changes involving u~e and care of their bedroom area, 
significant differ~nces .. in relation to use a4cl care of the .bedroom area 
... ··-· ., . . . ., . ,_. ' .. , '.i· -- . J •• '. • •• - ·-
occurred hetwecm. the. girls who .share a room and thHe who, occupy a room 
,. .. . ' . .. ' . -·· _, ' 
' 
alone. t'J:l:ts ~iffere11ce b ,dh~losed. by the data in Table iXI wbic,h shows 
.. I '. . .. , .. I - .:.. ' . . . l 
the .relative frequency with which the .respondents indicated they would 
do .something about the use and the care of their bedroGm if they were 
,. 
permitted to do as they desired. 
TABLE XI 
CHANGES RELATING TO USE AD CARE WHICH ARI DESIRED FOR TU BEDROOM 
ACCORDING TO THE RESPONDENT'S JEDROOM 600UPANC'f 
Use and Care 
Mentioned 
Not mentioned 
Number of Gases 
x2 = 32.411 
Bava Own 
2.6 
97 .4 
100.0 
(189) 
l 
2 ' Tab. X .Ol (61635)-
Bedroom Occupancy 
' . I Srun;e 
Per Cent 
d. f. : 1 
_26.5 
73,5 
lQO.O 
(155) 
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Significant differences also emerged when the responses given in 
answer to the question uWh.at bothers you'most about your bedroem or the 
room where yQu sleep?" were analyzed in ire la ticn to the ma1Jor variables. 
I' 
Again, the respcmses were assigned te fpur categories: architectural 
aspect ''mentioned''' or ''not mentioned,'' furnishings and accessories 
', . 
''mentioned'' or "not menti1Qlned,f1 use and care <Wf the' room ' 0mentioned'' er 
''not mentioned, n and aeisthet.ics "mentioned'' IOJlr nnCPt mentioned.'' 
Problems concerning 11use and care'' of the bedrioom area appear tG 
XII show that 4lthough the majtll))rity of the sample did not identify use 
or car~ of their bedroom as a problem, a significantly greater number 
of those sharing, than wf those not snaring a bedr(!l)mn do consideJ. this 
to be a problem. 
Responses 
TABLE XU 
PROBLEMS OF USE AND GARE OF THE BEDROOM ACCORDING TO 
1 !ESP~NDEN';r 1 S BEDROOM OCCUPANCY 'AND FAMILY SIZE 
-· -- ·Use and Care Pr~'blem~ 
Have Own - Share 2 ~ 3 ·4 = 5 · ; 6~. 
Mentioned 
Not .-nenticned 
Number of cases 
,, 
*X2 :: 54.111 
**X2 ., 16.22 
Per C~nt Per Cent 
13.2 49.7 10.3 31.2 
86.8 50.3 89.7 68.8 
, 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.'0 
(189) (155) ,.c&,). (189) 
Tab. x2 
.005 (7 .88) d. £. = 
Tab. x2 
.,OiL:; (9&2U)) d. f. :: 
4Ll 
58.9 
100.0 
(90) 
1 
2 
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The identification of use and care problems by the teen-age girls 
also appears to have. a d.ireet relatienship with family size as shown by 
the data in Table XII •. Significantly more girls from larger than from 
smaller families expressed p~oblems with the use and care of their bed• 
rooms. Girls from families of two or three members are less likely to 
perceive use and care problems tlµan are girls from la,rger families. 
Theae data indicate what one might assume, that the more peopl~ who 
share a limited amou~t pf .space just normally get in each others. ~Y 
as. they try to .. ~se and care for the .bed,~oom area, therefore causing 
: p ',' '' I'. • - • : ' '" • 
situations ,which result in problem conditions. 
Similarity of Attitudes 
.Certain attitu~es expressed by th~ students are highly similar 
regatdle15s of, how t~e respondents are ~lassified according to the vari-
ables socio-economic status, bedroom occupancy, and family size. When 
students ~re asked "Do you think an eighthQgrade girl should have a 
bedroom to herself or share her bedroom?", over four .. fifths cf the sample 
were of the opinion an eighth grader should h®ve a room. alone. The data 
in Table XIII show the re~pondents' attitudes toward sharing a bedroom 
according to tne major independent variables. 
G~rls in the lower-economic group, those who room alone, and those 
from the smallest families appear to be more in favor of a teen-ager 
having h.er OW111. bedroom, than are those of t.he upper-income level, those 
I . 
who shar~, and those who cmme frQm larger families; however, the differ-
!~ces '\fhich emerged are not significant. It is interesting that the 
girls in this la~ter gr4:»up are tn!Cl:l'& uncertain of their own attitude 
toward a girl's having her own ro•. 
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TABLE XIII 
ATTITUDE TOWARD SHARING ACCGRIING'TO RESPONDENTuS SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, 
BEDR.@OM OCCUPANCY, AND FAMILY SIZE , 
Attitude of 
Sharing--"An S9C io-ec(!llnanic Bedroom Occ'upancy Family Size 
Eightb--Grada- ·status .. ! ·····-
Girl Should-- Upper: ·1 · Lower - Have· OWn· 1-- Su:re 2 ... 314 - 5 I 6 • 
.,. 
' 
Per Cent Per Cent ,Per Cent 
-· 
,,_, , •. , 
- . ·'• -
Ha:ve .own r-eom 83.2 92.9 94.2 83.8 94.l 90.8 83.3 
:.:.,,,, ... ' ... i 
. ' 
Share r.eom .. 3.3 2.7 5.3 ~.5 o.o 1.1 8.9 
--· --
I .d,!!t-knov 13.5 3.1 .5 8.4 · 5.9 7.0 6.7 
No informs t ion 0.0 1.3 o.o 1.3 o.o 1.1 1.1 
! 
.. 10~.o 100.0 100.-0 100.(!) 100.0 100.0 100.0 
'-'- ... ,. .. .J' 
Number of Cases(119) (225) (189) (155) (68) (186) (90) 
Chi-square is not valid. 
The responses tc another question, "Do you kn«l!IW anyone wh«1> has a 
bedroom just: like the l9ne you w~uld want? .. , reveled that about one-half 
of the students k1u1iw s5eo1u1 having· a bedrCi)c»m like the one they would 
like to have. For many ~f thes~ girls the bedroom was one occupied by 
a friend or relative 8$ opposed to bedr~mu1 cf moti@n picture personal-
ities or other ·bedrooms pictured in magazines er newspapers. Data in 
Table XIV which is presented accerding to the independent variaples shew 
t~e frequency of knowledge Gf a desirable bedroom belonging to a,other 
person. These data appear to indi~ate that many of the respondents are 
either happ,: with their «illWR bedroom situation or they have not.seen a 
bedroom which they W!Diuld rather have than their own. 
' 
--rABLE XIV 
:, <J :KNOWl.EDGEkOF A'DESIRABJJE,:JUROeM ,ANDiJJll!S OWNER ACCORDING TO 
RESPONDENT'S SOCIO-'.ECONOMIC STATUS, BEDROOM OCCUPANCY, 
AND FAMILY SIZE 
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Knowledge of Socio-economic Bedroom Occupancy Family Size 
a Room Status 
Upper I Lower Have Own I Share 2 - 3 f 4 - 5 I 6 + 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Yes 45.4 54.2 52.9 49.0 48.5 52. 7 50.0 
No 40.3 32.0 37 .o 32.3 39.7 36.0 28.9 
I don't know 14.3 13.8 10.1 18.7 11.8 11.3 21.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
' ' 
Number of 
cases (119) (225) (189) (155) (68) (186) (90) 
Source of 
the Room 
Friend's or 
relative:':s 37 .o 40.0 - 39.1 38.7 36. 7 37 .6 43.4 
Personalities 1.7 5.3 6.4 1.3 5.9 4.3 , 2.2 
Pictures or 
movies 5.9 8.0 6.3 8.4 4.4 10.2 3.3 
Not identified .8 .9 1.1 .6 1.5 .6 1.1 
Not applicable 54.6 45.8 47.1 51.0 51.5 47.3 50.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
:Number of 
Gases (119) (225) (189) (155) (68) (186) (90) 
Chi-square is not valid~ 
I 
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A second question having reference to the above question asked ''What 
does that bedroom have that you wish your bedroom had ?H . The responses 
were classified inte the categories "architectural aspe~t, '' ''furnishings 
and accessories,'' ''use and care," and ''aesthetics." In Table XV. the 
data indicate how frequently features of a room, which can be classified 
in one of the categoriee listed above, were identified by the girls. 
The data are presented according to the socio-economic status, bedroom 
occupancy, and family size of the respondents. 
TABLE XV 
BEDROOM FEATURES DESIRED ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S 
SOCIP~~CONOMIC STATUS, BEDROOM OCCUPANCY, 
AND FAMILY SIZE 
Features 'Socio~economic Bedroom Occupancy Family Size 
Desired. - Status .. 
Upper I Lnar Have Own I Share 2 - 3J4 - s I 
Per Cent· Per Cent Per Cent 
Architectural 
aspect I 
mentioned 26 .. 1 30.7 30.7 27.1 25.0 31.2 
Furnishings and 
accessories 
mentioned 34.5 40.0 4(!). 7 34.8 39.7 37 .1 
Use and care 
mentioned 3.4 S.3 2.1 7.7 0.0 4.8 
Aesthetics 
mentioned 11.8 15.1 13.2 14.8 13.2 12.9 
N~ber of 
cases (119) (225) (189) (155) (68) (186) 
-~ " . 
Chi-square is not valid. 
r· 
6 + 
27 .8 
38.9 
7.8 
16. 7 
(9~) 
I 
I>ifferences which emerged were not significant; however, fewer girls 
from upper-income families identified features of a room they weuld like 
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to have in their own rooms than did those of the lower-income level. 
, 
More girls having rooms of their own than those who share a room 
identified features related to such architeqtural aspects of a.room as 
size of the room, location of doors and windows, and electrtcal outlets; 
furnishings and accessories; and aesthetics. Use and care features were 
mentioned by mor!' girls who share a bedr,o~ ,and by more of tho11e who are 
from. the largest families. }(ore of the girls from large families identi-
fied aesthetics as a desired' feature than did the girls from the other 
family sizes. Architectural aspects were identified most frequently by 
girls from families of four or five members. 
- . --
The same fo11r categories were used in classifying the responses to 
the ques~ion, "What do,you ~ike best abeut the bedroom. or room in which 
yo~ s~,aep> ?'! t •. As .'.a w~ole, the: best-:like! fea.tures were the .. fu,:ni~hings 
and accessor~es of .. the bed,:oom. •.. The. data in Ta'1le XVI indicate the 
frequency with whicli a feature identified as architectural, furnishings 
and accessories, aesthetics, and use and care, was named by the girls 
as a best-liked feature in their bedrooms. Aesthetics and the use and 
. I 
care of the room were less frequently identified as being best-likeCil 
features. Mor.e girls of the upper-economic group liked some architec-
tural aspects of their rooms th4n ~id those of the lower-income level. 
The respendents' attitudes toward two specific housing situations 
were invastigated. These housing situat.ions were: lack ef privacy and 
having to share a room. Attitudes toward these housing sitt;Jations were 
studied ~e~ause they-have' b-en·icientifi~d as sources of ·problems in 
·. . .. 
other stuclies. Because an open requeat ·,for ~n expression of these atti-
tudes would not; necessarily yield valid evidence, indirect evidence 
regarding these attitudes was obtained by observing' the expression ,er 
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non-expression of them in response to open-ended questions. The open-
ended questions were: "What: do you like best about the bedrGom or room 
in which you sleep?", "What bothers you most about your bedrGom or the 
room where you sleep?",· ·'What does that bedroom. (one y0u would want) 
have that you wish your bedroom had?", anci "If yeu were .allowed to do 
anything you wanted with your bedroom, .what would be the first tb.i~g 
' 
you would do?" 
TABLE XVI 
BEST-LIKED BEDROOM FEAl'UR.ES ACCORDING TO ~SPONDENT'S 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, BEDRGOM OCCUPANCY, 
AND FAMILY SIZE 
Features . Socio~economic Bedroom Occupancy · Family Size 
Mentioned ·-· .. ·status .. - . 
Upper,· I -Lower Have OWn l. Shar~ 2 
- 31 4 - s 1-
Per Cent Per Cent Per·cent 
,_, ... ..:_. 
.J .., ....... , 
Architectural 
&$pect 59.7 38.2 44.4 47.l 44.1 45.7 
-
. 
Furnishings and I 
accessories 73.1 71.6 76.7 6~.5 75 .• 0 76.9 
Use .and care 
I ' ,' 
114.3 14.7 119,6. 8.4 17 .7 15.6 
.,Aest:b.etics 30.3 27 .l 31.8 23.9 36 .. 8 25.8 
....... 
Num,.9r of 
Gases (119) (225) I (189) (155) (68) (186) 
-
. I 
Ch.i .. squre is not valid. 
6 + 
46.7 
60.0 
10.0 
26.7 
(90) 
,More girls 0f the lower than of the_ upper ... economic status ffdislike" 
sharbag a room. Almost half of the girls who share a room indicated 
they ~di~liked" sharing the bedroom. Girls £rem larger families "dis-
- . ', . '! 
like" sharing more than do these from smaller fa,ilies. 
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Contrary to an expectation that girls who share a room with someone 
else would have problems con~erned with sharing, there were no differences 
in the frequency with which sharing was mentioned as a problem by the 
girls who share and those who do not share their bedrooms. The data in 
Table XVII show the respondents 0 attitudes toward sharing the bedroom 
according to the three independent variables • 
. TABLE XVII 
ATTITUDE TOWARD SHARING ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT 0 S SOCIO~ECONOMIC STATUS, 
BEDROOM OCCUPANCY~ AND FAMILY SIZE 
Sharing Socio-economic Bedroom Occupancy Family Size 
Attitude Status ... 
Upper I Lower Have Own I Share 2 - 3 I 4 - 5 I 6 + 
Per Cent Per Ce:nt Per Cent 
Liked .8 .4 ' o.o 1.3 o.o 1.1 o.o 
Disliked 17.7 24.0 1.1 47.1 3.0 22.0 35.5 
- . 
None 
expressed 81.5 75.6 98.9 51.6 97 .o 76.9 64.5 
100~.o 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Number of 
Gases (119) (225) (189) (155) (68) (186) (90) 
Chi-square is net valid. 
The data presen~ed in ?able XVIII shew the relationship between the 
respondent 0s attitude t~w,ard privacy and the socio-economic status, size 
of her family and the e@cupan~y of her bedroom. 
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TABLE XVIII 
ATTITUDE TOWARD PB.IVACY·ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, 
BEDROOM OCCUPANCY, AND FAMILY SIZE 
Attitude of Secie>-economtc Bedroom Occupancy Family Size 
Privacy Status 
Upper ··-1 Lower Have own I Share 2 - 314 - 5 I 6 + 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Ce.nt 
... - . 
·-
Mentioned 19.~ 20.0 20.1 19.4 16.3 22.6 21.1 
_;' 
··--·-···· -··· -· 
-
Not mentioned ,80.7 .. 80.0 79o9 80.6 89.7 77 .4 78.9 
100.0 lOOoO 100.0 lQO.O 100.0 160.0 100.0 
- ' 
-
- ·-
Number af 
cases (119) (225) (189) (155) ,(68) (186) (90) 
' 
'-
Chi-square is not valid. 
Summary 
Acttvit4,es cqn(Jucted in the bedroonas of teen-age girls are for .the 
most part quite similar regardless of the respondents' socio-economic 
I 
status, the size of her family, or the sharing or non~sharing of ~er 
.bedroom. As one might expect,. groemiµg activities are frequently per-
formed in this area by a very large proportion of the girls. Frequency 
- • - .. I 
Qf using the bedroom for five activities by more than one-half of the 
sample appear to be related to~ girl's socio-economic status and her 
beciroGID occupancy situation. These activities were studying, loafing, 
ea ting snacks, wc:>rking with hobbie,,. anci · reading a loud.. Teen-agers from 
-•· I -· 
the upper-income levels tend tc,use their bedrooms for study purposes 
,. I 
more than girls from the lower-economic groups. These of the upper levels 
I • • • ' ' 
wiH "nearlya~ways" st".'d.y i'n their be~rcom, while t:hi~ area is used only 
0 sometimes" for studying by those of the lower-economic group. Little 
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significance results when the data is analyzed according to the size of 
the girls O famili~s or to her sharing of a bedroem. 
Reading aloud in the bedrocm is not a behavior generally practiced 
by these girls, although a number of girls in both economic levels do 
"sometimesH read aleud in their rol!i&S. 
Teen-ag~ girls en the whole do n@t regularly use their bedroOID area 
for eating snacks. More girls of the lower than of the upper=ecen-ic 
level wiH eat snacks in their bedromns • 
. From. the upper~inc•e families more girls whc» have a room ef their 
own, than those who share, tend to W<i>rk with hobbies "nearly always" or 
,.sometimes" in their bedroems. Girls in the lower-income group who have 
I 
a roem, to. themselves are ,more ,likely_ to ttnearly. always" or ''sometimes" 
.. 
paint in their bedroom .t!ian are the girls in thb income level who share 
a bedroom. A majority of girls in the lower-income group will "never" 
pain.t in their room," however, regardless of wb.ether the fC>«m is shared 
or not. 
Girls sharing a room are less likely to work with hobbies in their 
bedrooms than are these who room alone. Althoug~ most girls use their 
bedrooms for leafing activities, mere girls of the upper=income group 
who share tb.eir bedrcmms may be expected tG "nearly always" loaf there. 
If it can be assumed that problems teen-age girls have with their 
bedreoms are reflected through an' identification. of activities they 
i. 
dislike doing in their bedromns or activities they ~annot but would like 
to do in their bedrcem.s, then the activities presenting most problems 
for t~ese girh are in ~elati«1»n to studying, entertaining self and others, 
caring fer their ro•, and caring for their, personal needs. 
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Girls wh• have a r<ec:m. t!»f their gwn are mere p11,aa1ed with. it than 
are those who share. G.irls of the upper socio ... econ.omic greup, those 
who have their own be<llro«:»ms, and those who are from families. of four 
er five members are more apt to ''like" th.eir bedroom tun are t;he otller 
resp~>nd.ents. A teen-age girl is lll1l«Dllt'& inclined to like her own bedroom 
better than her best friend's room, if she has a rocmt to herself~ If a 
bedroom area is shared, a teen ... ager is inclined to like tb.e ro• of a 
best f1;ien.d better than her.own room. 
Girls w~e have their own bedroom are mor.e U.kely to desire making 
cbaages to that room which would involve furnishings and accessories. 
- J ••• ' ·-· - • • ' 
Next of,importan.ce are changes con~ernin.g some arch.;Ltectllral feature, 
which are fo~lowed closely by aesthetics. Fe! of these girls are,con-
cerned ~1th changes related to use.and care of their bedrooms. Eighth ... 
grade girls who share their bedromn, want changes which. center on furtr1. 
nishings and accessories.. Their next concerns are changes in aesthetic 
.qualities, architectural ~specu, and lastly use and care. Significant 
difference occurs betlleen girls who share and thHe who de not share 
their bed.r.oom. The former group indicated less satisfaction wit:h the 
use c,f the roem and its care and a desire to change their present bedrcm. 
Girls having their own bedroooas tend to perceive problems with their 
rooms more in terms of sc:»me architectural feature of the room, then in 
terms of furnishings and accessories, aesthetics, and lasUy in regard 
to the use and care.c»f their roiNlll. More of those whe share and thos,a 
from the. larger families· have concell:'n for the use and care. Follewtng 
closely in importance are problems invGlv:f.ng an architectural feature, 
. ... ·• .· I 
then f~rnishings and ~c~essC11ries, and finally aesthetics. 
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The majority of the sample was in agreement when they indicated 
~) 
that an. eighth-grade girl should have her own room. Accerding to indi-
rect evidence, the girls are similar in their attitudes toward sharing 
a room and toward privaicy. 
About one=half of the girls indicated knowledge of a bedroom just 
like the one they desire. Usually it was the bedroom of a friend or a 
relative. The features of these t'(@Oms whiit:h they most de$ired were the 
furnishings and/or accessories, some architectural aspect or aesthetic 
quality of the roan, or some feature related ti0> its· use and care. These 
same featu~es were identified by the teen=agers as the things they like 
best about their own bedrooms which seems to suggest that in loeking at, 
thinking about, and evaluating bedrooms, furnhhings and accessories are 
the .first concerns of the teel,'l.=age girl; that ar©lhitectuul features and 
aesthetic qualities aire next in importance; and that probably, use and 
care of the room are of least c~ncern to her. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY~ CONCLUSIONS 9 AND IMPLICATIONS 
The study was f@@used on pr@blems and attitudes ~oncerning the 
bedroem area whkh are peir~eived (l;))l' held by teen=age girh. The 
'- •. ,........ ,. .. :. .., _, -I. ' ••. - -
i<i~n~ific'1ticn .of su@h })rl(l)blems and attitudesi was the purpose of this 
study. Thbarea was.chosen for investigation in an effort to become 
more aware of. and alert t~ fact\ll»rs which cause y@ung pe~ple tltll be con-
cerned .with,.their bedrc•s. , 
The hypothHeS Qll!f the study were that: (1): eighth-grade girls in 
Midwest City, Oklah.mna, have problems and attitudes related to their 
bedraoms, and that (2) these prcblem1 and attitudes are aseociated with 
the sociQ-e«::Gnomic status and size of the respondent 0 s family, and with 
her having to share a bedr~om with other family members. 
I 
Data were obtained fr~111 the eighth-grade gid istudtmts wh0 attende,d 
the two junicr high et!:b.!Oloih of Midwes.t City, Oklahema, during the 1961~ 62 
academic year. T1me data weire obtained by a quHtionnaiire. The inveisti-
-~ ' 
gator read the questions to the students who reir:~rded their replies on 
a stan~rdized answer sheet. Some questions required the respondents to 
select from a number of alternatives. the response which most clearly 
dese'.!:'ibed theiir sU:uation:s oir attitudes. A ''flip chart" on which the 
alternatives were listed was U$ed in presenting the alternatives to the 
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students. Other questions were open-ended requiring the students to 
answer in their own words. 
Permission was obtained from the Oklahoma Independent School District 
#52, which serves the Midwest City, Oklahoma area, to eollect data from 
both the pre-test and the final sample groups. Three hundred forty-four 
eighth~~ade girls were ~sed as respondents for the final study. They 
were not required to place their names on the answer sheets. 
The respondents were classified according t~ three ~ndependent 
v~r~ables which were us,d in analyzing the data. the secio-economh 
statu~ --v~r~~ble wa~ assigned t_he classifications, of "upper'~ aJ!,d "lower." 
The .occup~tion of the .father was used as the b~sis for these classifica-
t_io11s •.. The upper-in.come group included occupations requiring professional 
.I,·.. ' . .. . ,._, -
preparation and highly skilled training. Oecupati«i>ns assigned to the 
lower socio-economic group included clerical and sales J.>ersei»nnel, laborers, 
the unemployed, and the retired.. l'he second independent variable was 
also given two classifications: ''the use ef a bedroom all by oneself" 
and "the sharing of a bedro01111 with other family members, su~h as parents, 
brothers, sister,, er other individuals." Three classifiHtions were 
established fer the third independent variable, which was concerned with 
the size of the family. 'they were: (l) if two or three people were in th_e 
family, (2) if the family size were of four or five members, and (3) if 
there were ~ix or more persons in the family ~oup. 
The data .were pr~ceHed by .tb~ staff of the IO!linputing Cent'er at 
Oklahoma $tate University. Chi-square was used to dete~ine ~elationship 
~etwee~.the independent and dependent var:iables •. Yates correction for 
continuity was employed when the frequency in any cell of a contingency 
table was less than ten. 
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Conclusions 
It is apparent that problems with her bedroom do exist for the teen-
age girl. The Chi-square test at the .05 level of significance reyealed 
that certain of the dependent and independent variables are associated. 
Conclusions drawn from the data are: 
(1) that activities which can be expected to be done in the bedrooms 
by a majority of the teen-age gir,ls are: dressing and undressing, ·brushing 
and combing hair, entertaining girl friends, studying, listening to the 
radio, loafing; rea~Hng for pbasure, writing :letters, manicuring nails, 
apJ)lying make-up, pinning up hair, eatin~ snacks, drawing, listening to 
records, sewing by hand, making things (crafts), working with hobbies, 
playing games with paper and pencil, reading aloud, and playing with pets; 
. (2). that the frequency with which studying, reading aloud, and eating 
snaclts are conducted in the bedroom is rela;ted to S(!)«::io=economic status 
of the respondent; 
(3) that working with hobbies in the bedroom is related to bedroom 
occupancy ; 
(4) that loafing and pain~ing activities are related to socio-
economic status and to bedroom occupancy; 
(5) that attitudes teward the teen9ager's own bedroom are related 
to socio-economfo statu1, bedroom occupancy, and family size; 
(6) that 4ttitudes t~waird the best-liked bedroom. (friend's or own) 
are related to bedrcom oc~upancy; and 
(7) that problems (Concerning use and care of the bedrGom are rel~ted 
to bedroom. occupancy and family size. 
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Tb.erefore, the hypotheses that eighth-grade girls in Midwest City, ... 
Oklahoma, perceive problems and hold attitudes related to their bedrooms 
and that the problems perceived and the atti~u~es held by these girls 
are related to the sociGl..eccncnic status of their families, the size of 
.the family, and the sharing of the bedroom with other family members 
appear to be supported by the data. 
Implications 
To those ;ndividuals who priovide housing fc»r people, the knowledge 
of ~ctivities carried on in bedroCi>Dl areas by teen-agers wil~ provide 
infoxaation. helpful in planning. tc:>ward more housing satisfactions for 
the.consumer • .Individual and family needs-and activities should be a 
basis for supplying housing of a satisfactory design which is flexible 
and ~an be adapted easily to individual family needs and activities. 
Because this study reveals that the teen-agers have problems 
regarding use and care of the bedroom, it, therefore, appears that girls 
of this age need he~p in identifying their personal needs, their problems 
and attitudes in regard to t,he use and care of their bedrecms. These 
I ·: • .. 
girls also are in need of knowledge regarding ways te c~rrect or improve 
. existing conditions which are causing·problems. This is tae challenge 
J . 
for those individuals who !mave the responsibility cf planning for and 
teaeking girls similar t11> this sample group. These teachers should ~e 
cognizant and concerned with helping their students to identify and 
rectify their individual problemso 
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APPENDIX A 
TRIAL FORM I QUESTIONNAIRE 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. How many people, counting yourself, are now living in your home? 
2. 
A. Two. 
B. Three. 
C. Four. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Who 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Five. 
Six. 
Seven. 
. If more than seven, give number 
lives in your home? 
Father or step-father. 
Mether oi; step-mether. 
-----
Broth-rs· or half-brothers •. - (give ·number) -----
Sisters or half~sisters.. (give number) 
Other adults. (give number) -----
Other children. (give.mmber) ···-·.,.......__.,..___. 
3. Is your father (or the head of your household) employed? 
At. Yes. 
B •. No. 
4. For whom ·does he work? 
A. Self-employed. 
B. Govelfnment. -
C. A business or company. (name it) 
D. Don't.know. -----------------~ 
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5. · What is hls exact jab? (supervisor, engineer, truck driver, clerk, 
teacher, d.oetQr, etc.) ---------------------
6. Does your mother (or step-mother) work outside the home? 
A. Yes. 
B.. No.'· 
7. For whom does she work? 
A. At home only. 
B. Government • . 
c. A business or company. (naine it)----------------
D. Dc;,n' t know. 
8, What is her job? (clerk, secretary, nurse, teacher, waitress, etc.) 
9. In what· kind ef hom.e do you live? 
A. A houij•. 
B. An apartmen.,t. 
c. A trailer. 
D. Other. (name it) 
-~-------~--------------------------~ 
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10. Does your family rent or own its home? 
•· We rent it. · 
B. We own it. 
c. We are buying it. 
D. We live on tb.e:air· base. 
E. Otb.e.r (explain) ------------------------F. I don't. know. 
11. How many ·bedrooms does your home have? 
A. l 
B. 2 
. c. 3 
.D. 4· 
E. more than 4 
12. Do yoii have a bedroom all to yourself? 
A. Yes •. 
B. .No. 
13. Do you share a bedroom with more than one person? 
A. ~es (give number) _ _.·'--------
B. ' -NO.' ,' ' ' ' 
14. If ·yo~;_;do .not ~ve a bed~oom to yourself, with whom do you share it? 
'(if necessary' check more than l) 
.15. 
16. · 
A. Sister or sisters·, (give ages) 
B. Brother or brC!llthers (give ages-)-----------------
C. Adult or adults (identify) . · · 
----------------------~ 
. D~ Other persons (list) -----------------------
If you neither have a 
d:? you sleep? 
A~ Living rocm. 
B •. : Dining·room. 
bedroom nor share a bedroom, in which room 
c. ~thei: ~ (l~st) .. ..,. .. -------------· 
I Be you think au eight\l .. grade. girl should .have a bedroom to herself 
or snare.Iler bedroom? 
A. Have .. her own bedroom. 
B. Share .her bedroom. 
C. . .. I don° t know. . 
.: ' I 
17. Ir you .were allowed to do anything YGU wanted. with your beclroG111, 
what would be the first thing you would ~o? 
18. Do you like the bedroe:,m er room in which you sleep at home? 
A. Yes. 
B. Ne; 
· C. I don' t know. 
19. What do you like best about this room? 
20. What bothers you most about your bedroom or the room where you 
sleep? 
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21. Do you know anyone who has a bedroom just like the one you would 
want? 
A. Yes (Who?) 
B. No. 
C • I doq. 1 t' know. 
22. Wha.t does that bedroom have that you wish y<:mr bedroom had? 
---
23. In comparing your bedroom or the room in which you sleep with that 
of your best friend, which do you like best? 
A. My bed.room. 
B. 1My best friend. 1 s bedroom. 
C. I don't know •. 
The following list of activities may be done in the bedroom by some teen-
agers.· Mark an X over the letter A if you NEARLY ALWAYS do the activity 
in your bedroom. Mark an X over the letter ] if you SOMETIMES do the 
activity in your bedroom. Mark an X over the letter _g if you ~ do 
the activity in your bedroom. Letter ~ will be used later. 
24. Listen to the radio. 
25. Study. 
26. Entertain girl friends. 
27. Talk on the phone. 
28. Read for pleasuie. 
29. Listen to records. 
30. Play with pets. 
31. Loaf. 
32. Watch television. 
33. Write letters. 
34. Read ali0ud, 
35, Play table games (puzzles, etc.) 
36. Play gamet with p8per and, pencil. 
37. Sew by hand. 
38. Sew by machine. 
39. Paint. 
40. Draw. 
41. Practice piano. 
42. Play with dol b (J!' ©ther toy5i. 
43. Write stories. 
44. Play musical instruments. 
45. Make colle©tioins (stamps, ro1Cks, etc,) 
46. Work with hobbies. 
47. Make things (crafts). 
48. Dress and undr~Bfol. 
49. Brush and comb hair. 
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50. Apply make-up. 
51. Pin up hair. 
52. Manicure nails. 
53. Iron clothe$. 
54. Eat snacks~ 
55. Polish shoes. 
Now look back at the a@tivities for which you marked an A or a!• Place 
an X over the letter ]! if you dislike doing this activity in your room 
and would rather dg it soou~ IClthe.r place in your h•e. 
Now, for every item f~r whi~h y@u marked a~' wirite on the line the room 
in which you would rather d~ tb.b activity. 
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APPENDU B 
Tll:tAL .FORM I t.NSWER SHEET 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
ANSWER SHEET FOR EIGHTR•GRADE GIRLS 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON HOUSING 
B. Eckhardt 
F~ll, 1961 
A.. You clo not rieed to put your name on this paper. 
B. The· questions will be read to you •. 
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C. There Lare no right or wreng answers to the questions I will read to 
y~. . 
D. You will select the answers from the flip chart at the front of:the 
room o,; write your own answer on the line provided. · · 
E. Mark (x') over the letter that represents your answer. For example: 
Supposing the question .read by me was: In what kind of home do you 
live? 
The answers listed on the flip chart are: 
A. A house. 
B. An apartment 
c. A trailer 
D. Other.. (name it) 
...,...~~....-~--~~--~~~~....-~~~....,...~~-
',the letters (A, B, c,· and D) on your answer sheet correspond to the 
letters opposite the answers given on the flip chart: 
1. ABCD ~~~~~....-~~~~~~~--~~~--
If for example, your answer is "A house," mark (X) 1:ike this: 
1. 'j.._ B C D --------------
two family house), mark I> and write Or if your answer is a duplex (a 
the word 11 duplex" like this: . 
1. ABC~~~·-C'&-.-'f-.~~t-1"~~~~------
1. A 
2. A 
3. A 
4. A 
5. 
6. A 
7. A 
8. 
9. A 
10, A 
11. A 
12. A 
13. A 
14. A 
15. A 
16. A 
17. 
18. A 
19. 
20. 
B C 
B C 
B 
B C 
B 
B C 
B C 
B C 
B C 
B 
B 
B C 
B C 
B C 
I. ' 
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D E F G 
D E F 
D 
D 
D 
D E F 
D E 
B C D 
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B C 
22. 
23. A B C 
A NEARLY ALWAYS 
B SOMETIMES 
C, NEVER 
24. A B C D Listen to the radio. 
~--~---------
25. A B C D 
26. A B C D Entertain girl friends. 
--~---~-~-
27. A B C D 
---------- Talk on .the phone. 
28. A B C D 
---------- R~ad for ple11,su:re. 
29. A B C D ______ __._ ___ Listen,to records. 
30. A B C D 
------------ Play with pets. 
3'1. A B C D 
32. A B C D 
-----~----~-
Watch television. 
33. A B C D 
34. A B C D 
35 •. A B C D Play table games (puzzles, etc.) 
36. A B C D Play games with paper and pencil. 
37. A B C D 
38. A B C D s,w by machine. 
39. A B C D 
40. A B C D 
' 
41. A B C D 
42. A B C D Play with dells or other toys. 
~--~---~--~~ 
413. A :B C.D 
.i• 
''.t-
\ '; 
44. A B C 
45. A B C: 
46. A B C 
47. A B C 
48. A B C 
49. A B C 
50. A B C 
51. A B C 
52. A B C 
53. A B C 
54. A B C 
55. A B C 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
I) 
D 
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~--~~-----
Play musical instrwnents. 
~----~---~- Make collections (stamps, rocks, etc.) 
Work with hobbies. 
~----~----~~ 
---------- Make things (crafts),~ 
---~~-~-----
Dress and undress. 
---~--------~ 
B. rush and c001b hair. 
---~-------~ Apply make-up. 
-~-~--~----~Pinup hair. 
~-~~~~~~-~ 
Manicure nails. 
Iron clothes. 
Eat snacks. 
Polish shoes. 
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APPENDIX C 
TRIAL FORM.II QUESTIONNAI'8 
QtJESTIONNAillE 
1. How many people, counting yourself, are now living in your home? 
A. Two. 
B. Three. 
C. FOUJ;'. 
D. Five. 
E. Six. 
F~ Seven. 
~,· If more than seven, give number-----
2. Who lives"in·your home? 
A~ Father or-·step-"father. 
B. MQther or step-mother. 
C. Brothers er hai·f~~rothers •. - (give ·number) 
D. Sisters :or half-siiters: --- (give number) -----
E. Other ad11lts.· (give number)' 
-,------F. Othe~ children. (give number) -----
3. Is your father (or the head of your household) employed? 
A. Yes. 
B." No. 
4. For whoiicdoes he work? 
A. Self-~ployed. 1. Government: • -· 
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c. A business or company. (name it) ---------------
D. l>oa't know. 
5. What is llis ·exact job? (supervisor, engineer, truck driver, clerk, 
teacher, doctor, ete.) 
----------------------
6. Does your mother (or step-mother) work outside the home? 
A. Yes. 
B •. - :Q10. 
7r For whom. does she work? 
A. At home·only~ 
11.. Govermilent. 
c. A '.business ot; company. , (name it.)-------------------
». Don't know • 
. ' 
8. What· is her job? (clerk, secretary, nurse, teacher, waitress~ etc.) 
9. In what ld.nd,.o-f. -home do you live? 
A. A. ho~$e.· .. -
B.. All- ;4partment. 
C. A trailer. ·-
D. Other. (name it)-----------------~---
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10. Does your family rent or own its home? 
A. We rent it. 
B. We own it 1• 
c. We are buying it. 
'o. We live on the air base. 
,E. Other (explain) 
~~~~~~~~~--------~--~----~~--~ F. I . don' t know. · 
11. How many bedrooms does your home have? 
A. 1 
· B. 2 
c. 3 
D.' 4·· 
E. more than 4 
12. Do you like the bedroom or room in which you sleep at home? 
A. Yes. 
B. No~ 
c. I don't know. 
13. What do you like best about this room? 
14. What bothers you most about your bedroom or the rogm. where you sleep? 
15. Do you know anycne who· has a bedr.oom just like the one you would 
want? 
A. Yes (who?) ----------------------B. No.... 1. 
a. 'I don't know • 
. 16. What does that bedroom qave that you wish your bedroQm had? 
17. In comparing yil))ur bedroom or the room in which you sleep with that 
of your best 'friend, which do you like best? 
1A. My bedroom. - I 
B. My best friend 0 s bedroom. 
, C. I don't know. 
18. Do you have a bedroom all to yourself? 
A. Yes. 
B. No. 
19 •. Do you share a bedroQlm with more than one person? 
A •. Yes (give number) 
-----B. No. 
20. If you do not have a bedroom to yourself, with whom do you share 
it? (if necessary, check more than one) 
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A. Sister or sister.s (give ages) 
.,-..-------------------------B. Brother or brothers '(give ages) 
~-----~--~-----~~ C. Adult or adults (i.dentify) 
~~---------~----------...... ~ D. O,ther persons (11st) ---------------......i.------
21. If yo"' ne·ither have a bedroom nor share a bedroom, in which room 
do you sleep? 
A. Living room. 
B. Dining room. 
C. Other. (list)--------------
22. Do you think an eighth-grade girl should have a bedroom to herself 
or share her bedroom? 
A. Have her ownbedroom. 
B. Share her bedre~~ 
C. I don 9 t know. 
23. If you were allowed te do anything you wanted with your ,bedroom, 
what would be the first thing you would do? 
the following list of activities f!l8Yhe done in the bedroom by some teen.-
agers. Ma~k ari ,X over the letter A if you NEARLY ALWAYS do the activity in your bedroi;,m. Mark an X over the letter B if yciu SOMETIMES do the 
activity in yoiit: bedroom." ijark an X: over the letter C if You NEVER. do 
the activity in yout bedroom. Letter D will be 'used Tater. 
" .. I ' - L 
24. Listen to t~e radio. 
25. Study. 
26. Entertain girl friends. 
27. Talk on the phone. 
28. Read for: pleasure. 
29. Listen to records. 
30. Play with pet$. 
31. Loaf. 
32. Watch televisiwn. 
33 •. Write letters. 
34. Read ·aloud~ 
35. Play table games (puzzles, etc.) 
36. Play games with pape:rc and pencil. 
37. Sew by hand. 
38. Sew by machine. 
39. · Paint. 
40. Draw. 
41. Practice piano. 
42. Play with d@lh ior other toys. 
43. Write stories. 
44. Play mus ica 1 instruments. 
45. Make ciqUecti9ns (stamps, rocks, etc.) 
46. Work with hobbies. 
47. Make things (crafts). 
48. Dress and undress. 
49. Brush and c«1>mb hair. 
50. Apply make-up. 
51. Pin up hair. 
52. · Manicure nails. 
53. Iron clothes. 
54. Eat snacks. 
55. Polish shoes. 
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Now look back at the activities for which you marked an A or a B. Place 
an. X over the letter J! if you dislike doing this activity in your room 
and would rather do it some other place in your home. 
Now, for every item for which you marked a D, write on the line the room 
in which you would rather do this activity. 
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APPENDIX D . 
TRIAL FORM II ANSWER SHEET 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
ANSWER SHEET FOR EIGHTH-GRADE GIRLS 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON HOUSING 
B. Eckhardt 
Fall, 1961 
A. You do not need to put your name on this paper. 
B. The questions will be read to you. 
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C. There are no right or wrong answers to the questions I will read to 
you. 
D. You will select the answers from the flip cluirt-·at the front of the 
room or write your own answer on the line pr~~ided. 
E. Yau are to ind:J,cate your answers on the attached answer sheets. 
, , ; ' . • , , _ I, , , I 
F. Mark (Xf over the letter that represents your answer. For example: 
Supposing the question read by me was: In what kind of home do you 
live? 
The answers listed on the flip chart are: 
A. , A }:i.ouije. 
B. An- apartment. 
c. A trailer. -
D. Other. (name it)--------------------
The letters --- (A, B, C, and D) on your answer sheet correspond to t~e 
letters opposite the answers given on the flip chart: 
L ABC D 
~--------.-~----
If for example, your answer is nA house," mark (X) like this: 
1. ~ B C D '------------
Or if your answer is a duplex (a two family house), mark D and write 
the word "duplex" like this: 
1. ABC)( ~
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1. A B C J) E F G 
2. A B C D E F 
3. A B 
4. A B C D, 
5. 
6. A B 
7. A B C D 
8. 
,. A B C D 
H). A B C D E 
11. A B C D E 
12. A B C 
13. 
14. 
15. A --------,.----------:--- B C 
16. 
17. A B C 
18. A B 
19. A B. 
20. A B C D 
.. 
21. A B C 
22. A 
23. 
24. A 
25. A 
26. A 
27. A 
B 
B C D 
B C D 
B C D 
'· 
B C D 
28. A B,C D 
29. A I C D 
30. A B C D 
31. A B C I) 
32. A I C D 
33. A B C D 
34. A BC D 
35. A B C D 
36. A B C ]) 
37. A,B C D 
38. A·B C Jl 
39. A B C D 
40. A B·C D 
41. A I C I) 
42 .• A B C D 
43. A ,B C D 
44. AB C D 
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C 
.A NEARLY .t\LWAYS 
B SOMETIMES 
C NEVER 
Listen to theradio. 
-~--~---,..-----
-----~---------- Study. 
Entertain girl friends. 
---------- . - .. ,. 
---------- T~l~ !>n .. '.th~ phorte. 
---------- a,~~- ~oz: _p~e~sui::e• 
-------------- L~~ ~e11 1to, records 
------------ Pla~ with pets. 
------------------
Loaf. 
Watch television. 
----,.----------
Write letters. 
----------------
'· aead aloud. 
----------------
---------- Play table games (puzzles, etc.) 
-...--------------
Play games with P,aper and pencil. 
----------------
Sew by hand. 
" 
-----.------------
. Sew by machine. 
Paint. 
~-----------~-
Draw. 
---~--~-------
--------------- Practice piano. 
----------~---
Play with dolls or other toys. 
Wri-te, ,stor.ies .. ·.··· . .. 
---------- ··- _.J ~ ~--' •. · 
----------~~~- Play musical instruments. 
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45. A B C D Make collections (stamps, rocks, etc.) 
~~~~~---~..-- I 
46. A B C D Work with hobbies. 
~~-~--~~-~ 
47. A B C D 
----------- Make things (crafts). 
48. A B C D 
49. A B C D Brush and comb hair. 
~--~----~-
50. A B C D 
51. A B C D 
52. A B C D Manicure nails • 
~---,----~-~ 
53. A B C D Ir~n clothes. 
54. A B C D 
55. A B C D 
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APPENDIX E 
FINAL FORM QUESTIONNAIRE 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. H•w many people, counting yourself, are now living in your b..-e? 
•• Two. 
2. 
B. Three. 
c. Four. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Who 
A. 
~. 
e. 
:Five. 
Six~ 
Seven. 
If ,more than seven, give number-----
lives in your home? 
Fattier or step-father. 
·Mqther or step-·mother. 
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D. 
Bi.c,tliers, :nai-f-brothers; or step-brothers. (give -number) 
' Sister,; .:Mif .. sisteis~ ,'or.- step-sisters. (give number) --.-
Otb:er adults.. (give nwnb·er) . • E. 
r. 
~tlle7r _c~ildr~n. , (give .n~ber) ··-----
3. Is your father (or the ~ead of your household) employed? 
4. 
A. Yes. 
B. No. 
For w,~does ne work? 
A. Self-employeci. 
B-. City, ·st'.ate, 'or Federal 
C. A business · or company. 
I). Don I t know~· 
. ' I E~ Not -.ployed • 
• -'-··- .J.' .• :,- ••.. 1 
Government. 
(name· it) -------------
5. What is his exact job? (supervisor, engineer, truck driver, clerk, 
teacher, doctor, etc.)-----------------------
6. Do~s your mother (or step-mother) work outside the home? 
7. 
A. Yes. 
B. Ro. 
For whom does she work? 
A. At home only. 
B. City, State, or Federal 
c, A busine~~ or company. 
I. Jon't know. 
Government. (na111e it) _____ ......, ________ _ 
8. What is her jab? (clerk, secretary, nurse, teacher, .waitress, home-
., milker, e~(;.) ----------"'------------------•· I 
9. In wb.at kind of home do you live? 
A. A· 'house. 
B. An apartment or dup~ex. 
C. A trailer. . 
». ether. (name it) 
----~--------------------------------~ 
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10. Does your family rent or own its home? 
A. We rent it. 
B. We own it. 
C. We are buying it. 
D. We live on the air base. 
E. Other (explain)----:--------,.....--------...----
F. I don't know. 
11. How many bedroom~ does your home have? 
A, 1 
B. 2 
c. 3 
D. 4 .. 
E. more than 4 
12r Do you like the bedroom or room in which you sleep at home? 
A. Yes. 
B. ' No. 
C. I don't k~ow. 
13. What do yeu like best about the bedroom or room in which you sleep? 
14.. What bothers you most about yout: bedroom or the room where you sleep? 
15. Do you know anyone who has a bedroom just like the one you would 
want?. 
A. Yes. (who?)~~------------~ ....... --
B. No • 
. c. I don't kn.ow. 
16. What does that bedroom have that you wish your bedroom had? 
17. In co~paring your bedroom or the ~oom in which you sleep with that 
of your best friend's, which do you like best? 
A. My bedroom.. ,_ 
B. My best friend 0 s bedroom. 
C. I don 9 t know. 
18. Do you hav.e a bedroom all to yourself? 
A. Yes. 
B. No. 
19. If you share a bedroom, with how many p•ople do ~ou sha~e? 
A. None. · 
B. One. 
C. Two. 
D. Tijree. E. Four. 
F. Five. 
G~ More than five. 
20. If you do not have a bedroom to yourself) with whom do you share 
!it? (if necessary, check more than one) 
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A. Sister or sisters (give ages) 
B. Brother or brothers (give ages~)~~-,-......................................... ~ .............. --....... 
c. Ac;lult or adults (identify) 
--~~ ....... ----....... ~ ............................ ----....... ~ I>. Othe;r persons (list) 
------~ ........................................................ ------.............. ---
21. If you neither have a bedroom no,r share a bedroom, in which roem 
do you sleep? 
A. Living room. 
>B... Din:ing. room. 
C. Other. (list) 
--------................................................................................................................ ~ 
22. i>o you think an.eighth-grade 
or shareh.er bedroom? 
A. Hiiveher own bedroom. 
B., Share her bedroom. 
C. I 4on°t kn<!:)JW. 
girl should have a bedroom to herself 
f 
23. If you were all~wed. to do anythin'.g you wanted with YOt!,r bedroom, 
what vould f b! the ,;irst thin~ yqu would do? 
T~e foUowing lis,t of,activities .may be.done in the bedroom by some teen-
agei:s •. 
. Mark an X Qver the letter ! if you NEARLY ALWAYS do the activity in your 
bech:ooni. 
Mark an X over the letter B if you SOMETIMES do the activity in your 
bedroom. 
Mark a1:1x over the letter .Q if you NEVER do the activity in your bedroom. 
24. Listen to the radio. 
25. Study. 
2.6.. Entertain girl friends. 
27. · Talk on .the phone. 
28. Read for pfeasure. 
29 •.. I.iste.ri to records. 
30. Plaf with pets. 
31. Leaf. · 
· 32. Watch television. 
33. Write letters. 
34, ,Read afoud, 
35. Play table games (puzzles, etc.) 
36i Play. games with paper and pencil. 
37. . Sew by hand. 
38. Sew by machine. 
39. ·. Paint. 
4Q;. ·Draw.· 
4l. Practice piano. 
42.~ P,lar with .dolls ,or oither t(l)ys. 
43; Write stories. 
44; rl:ay mus foa 1 Instruments • 
45. Make' ciollec::t ions. (stamps, rocks, etc.) 
46. .·· Work with hobbies. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50., 
5L 
52. 
53. 
54~ 
55. 
Make things (crafts). 
Dress and 1undress ." 
Brush and comb hair. 
Apply make-up. 
P"in up· ;l:ia ir. 
Manieure na'ils. 
lron·c~othes. 
Eat snacks. 
Polish shoes. 
56. · List three activities you dislike doing in "our bedroom. 
j 
A. 
B. 
c. 
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57. List three things you cannot do in your room but ,you would like to 
do. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
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APPENDIX F 
FINAL FORM ANSWER SHEET 
ANSWER SHEET FOR EIGHTH-GRADE GIRLS QUESTIONNAIRE ON HOUSING 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
Barbara Eckhardt 
Fall, 1961 
A.. You do no.t need .to put your name on thb paper. 
B. The questions will be read to you. 
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c. There are no right or wrong answers to the questions ,I will read to 
you. 
D. You ·will select the answers frcm the flip chart at the front of the 
ro~ or write your own answer on the line prC!J!vided. 
E. You are t~ indicate your answers on the attached answer sheets. 
- • I ·. ..• • •... • •. •• ., . ' •• · 
F. Mark (J) -over the -l~tter tlia t repr,esents your answer. . For example: 
Supposing the question read by me··was: How many people, eoun'ting 
. yourself,. a~e. now .. living in_ yeur. ,home? . 
_;_ -- . '. -· .. • . .... ' . ' •.· 
The 4tlswers listed on the flip chart are: 
A~ Two.· 
B. Three. C. Four. 
D. •Five. 
E. Six. 
F •. Seyen. 
G. If more than seven, give number 
-----
,J: Letters (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) on your answer sb.etl!l correspc,md to tb.e 
1. · letters opposite the answers given on the flip chart: 
1. ABCDEFG ___ _ 
If for example, your answer is ''four," mark (X) like this: 
1. A B ~ D E F G ------
Or if your ana:,wer bl "eight, tt mark G and write the number. 8 like th.is: 
1. ABCDEF)I. P. 
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1. A B C D E F G 
2. A B C D E F 
3. A B 
4. A B C D E 
5. 
6. A B 
7. A B e D 
8. 
9. A B C I) 
10. A B C D E F 
l .· , ., 
u. A B C ·D ·E 
. ' 
12. A B C 
13. 
14. 
16. 
I 
17. A B C 
18. ,A B 
19. A B C D E G 
20. A B C D 
21. A B C 
22. A 
23. 
24. A 
25~ A 
26. A 
27. A 
28. A 
2~. A 
30. A 
31. A 
32. A 
33. A 
34. A 
35. A 
36. A 
37. A 
38. A 
39. A 
40. A 
41 •. A 
42. A 
43. A 
44. A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
A NEARLY ALWAYS 
B SOMETIMES 
C NEVER 
Listen to the radio. 
Study. 
Entertain girl friends. 
Talk ~n .the phcn1e. 
R$ad fo~ pleasure. 
.. ' I' • ,. '-' 
Listen.to records. 
!, .•.. 
Play with pets. 
·. ---
Loaf. 
Watch television. 
Write let ten. 
Read aloudl.. 
r1ay table games (puzzles, etc.) 
Play games with paper and pencil, 
Sew by han,dl. 
Sew by machine. 
Paint. 
Draw. 
Play musical instruments. 
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45. A B C Make collections (stamps, rocks, etc.) 
46. A B C Work with hobbies. 
47. A B C Make things (crafts). 
48. A B C Dress and undress. 
49. A B C Brush and c.omb hair. 
50. A B C Apply make-up. 
51. A B C Pin ~p hair. 
52. A B C Manicure nails. 
~ . 
53. A B C Iron clothes. 
54. A B C Eat snac:ks. 
55. A B C Polish shoes. 
56. A 
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